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Abstract:
This thesis project encompasses a comprehensive overview of visual, literary, and
archaeological evidence concerning wound care in the ancient Greco-Roman world.
Analysis of this evidence will explore medical themes such as the different types of
medical responses to wounds available in antiquity, preparation of treatments, and the
importance of instructionally minded prose in medical writing. I have approached wound
care from an interdisciplinary perspective in order to develop a more nuanced
understanding of treatment types associated with injury during these periods. The scope
of this project is diachronic and considers the development of wound care (specifically the
use of bandages and plasters) from the 5th century BCE to the 2nd century CE.
Wound care can involve a range of treatments, but for this project I focus on
bandages and plasters as the essential core of material technology which was used by
Greco-Roman physicians to encourage wound healing. Currently, there are zero
comprehensive studies of plaster as a unique classification of medical treatment. So, this
thesis aims to begin approaching the topic in a comprehensive manner, placing it in
association with wound care generally, and in contrast with the more well-known linen
bandage. The second chapter begins this exploration by discussing visual evidence of
bandages and injury as found in Greek and Roman art, to understand non-medical
perspectives of wound care. Here, I argue that bandages can be used as a visual attribute
for survival when representing important figures such as Patroclus, and, conversely, the
lack of visable treatment represents a figure who will likely perish soon, or has already
passed away.
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In the third chapter, I turn to the medical texts and explore how wound care
treatments and recipes exist as instructional materials within the literature. Overall, this
chapter further contributes to scholarly understanding of the instructional values, as
described through the carefully crafted prose which encourages the dissemination of
treatment methods and recipes to the reader. These chapters also explore how the GrecoRoman tradition of wound care expands from a much longer and generally Mediterranean
medical tradition, derived in part from early Egyptian practices which directly inform the
use of medical technology in the Greco-Roman world. This in turn has fundamentally
structured our own modern approaches to injury and still informs the basic tenets of the
wound care treatments we use every day.
The remaining chapters are dedicated to exploring the logistics of ancient wound
care using experimental archaeology techniques. Experimental analysis from these
chapters explore how various versions of plaster treatments as described within the
Hippocratic corpus, Celsus’ De Medicina, and other sources were created. This approach
also shows how treatments written as recipes could be effectively recreated by the reader
alone in most cases, and what types of common-sense knowledge might be required of
the reader to do so successfully. I describe the sources and methodology used to re-create
a few chosen plaster recipes known from antiquity, and present the results of each
experiment in detail. These experiments were also undertaken in order to fully clarify
what the ancient physician considered a plaster to be as a material product, and through
this process I have developed a working definition for plaster treatments specifically. By
forming these plaster type treatments in the modern day, it is possible to learn more about
the limitations of their use, as well as how the treatments were categorized within medical
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thought. Discussion studies the variety of these treatments, as well as the common
qualities and ingredients. Altogether, this approach confirms without a doubt that the
medical treatises of Greco-Roman antiquity do have direct instructional value. The
dissemination of knowledge through both medical and non-medical literature, as well as
through art thus reflects the strength of these sources, and the relative importance they
held in antiquity.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In the fall of 2021 I began to question what the reality of ancient medical practice
looked like. To explore this question, I created a framework for how one might begin to
reconstruct medical practice in a place such as Pompeii. In that project, I turned to the
work of Estelle Lazer, a bioarcheologist currently working in Pompeii, and Αulus
Cornelius Celsus, a Roman author writing in the 1st century AD. Celsus was a prolific
writer in his day, completing several collections of encyclopedic books on various aspects
of Roman life, medicine included. In fact, the text on medicine is the only surviving work
from Celsus, but coincidently offers a unique perspective on medical material from
Roman sites dating to the 1st century CE. I reviewed several remains which are published
in Lazer’s volume “Resurrecting Pompeii” (2009), and looked to Celsus as a contemporary
literary source to consider the material against, looking for any consistency or
discrepancy. During this research, one particular individual from Pompeii stood out to
me, a male with a depressed fracture on the cranium, an individual known only as TdS
199, excavated from Pompeii in an early field season. This cranium, and many others, had
been unceremoniously tossed into a bone house and left unstudied for decades. The
depressed fracture on this individual was quite a large wound and does not appear to have
received any clear surgical intervention such as a trephination (Lazer 2009: 188-189). Yet,
this individual likely survived a significant period of time following the injury, as indicated
by the significant bone growth throughout the depression. It is incredibly unlikely that
this individual managed to survive such an injury without some type of medical care, and
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so I turned to Celsus to determine if there might be a comparable explanation in the
textual evidence. In Book 8, I found this passage:
In omni vero fisso fractove osse protinus antiquiores medici ad ferramenta
veniebant, quibus id excideret: sed multo melius est ante emplastra experiri, quae
calvariae causa conponuntur
In all true cases of continuous fissure or fracture in the bone, the older physicians
would go to the axes, with which the bone could be taken away, but it is better by a
great amount to try out plasters beforehand, which are formed for the purpose of
the skull.
Celsus, De Medicina, 8.10.1a (1st Century CE)
It is certainly clear from this description that by the time of Celsus’ there was
serious disdain for a group of individuals known only as “the older physicians” (8.10), and
that perspectives to wound care were flexible and changing. Celsus disagrees with the old
approach to a cranial fracture, rather preferring the use of plaster over the Feramenta
(Axes/Irons). There is a clear separation here between what Celsus perceives as new and
ideal, versus the more historical approach. This passage reflects a preference, one perhaps
held by Celsus himself, for plaster specifically - not linen, nor a type of plant or herb, but
‘plaster’ that has been specifically created for use on the skull.
Thus, the passage implied an entire set of variable categories of plaster as options
for wound treatments, a material which I had only seen mentioned briefly in some
scholarly accounts of medical history. Currently, there is no comprehensive study of
plasters as a unique classification of treatment, and this thesis will begin to approach this
topic in a comprehensive manner, placing it in association with wound care generally, and
the more well-known linen bandage. Both of these categories deserve attention in
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academic context, and this thesis will help to distinguish between two major categories of
wound care, the bandage and the plaster.
In the modern world, ‘Band-aid’ is a household name for small, portable and easy
to use objects employed as a bandage for all sorts of small scrapes, nicks, and cuts. We
often turn to these useful and sanitary products to treat small injuries at home without
the assistance of a medical professional, and they can be found in dozens of shapes and
sizes, with even more designs and styles, and they are available for purchase in most
drugstores. In British English, these products might also be called 'plasters' – referring to
the same adhesive product with a small patch of cotton to absorb blood or pus. Yet, In the
ancient world, plaster meant something different, and wound care was not so simple.
The impact of pharmacy, surgery, and gynecology are all well known in the history
of medicine, but they are rarely applied directly to the consideration of wounds, or to
interpret specific actions used for wound care. When one considers the broad scope of
medicine, the treatment of wounds is merely a small subsection of knowledge which
touches on a variety of larger subheadings. Yet, understanding wound care in the ancient
world also requires understanding the many other various treatments, approaches, and
methods utilized by the physicians in Greece and Rome.
1.1 General Research Questions
Plasters are relatively understudied in the field of ancient medicine compared to
gynecological or surgical materials, and are still lumped generally with bandages as far as
wound care is concerned. Some authors such as Majno (1975) and Totelin (2009) offer a
distinction between these materials, but in many cases the distinction is understated.
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Thus, part of my goal with this research was to determine the differences between the
various classifications of wound care treatments, most specifically bandages and plasters.
Overall, these two categories of treatment allow for a way into the study of non-surgical
wound care. Both categories certainly deserve an individual treatment, and this study only
begins to open to doors of specialization in wound care present in antiquity.
This thesis undertakes an incredibly broad approach – looking at artistic, textual,
and archaeological evidence in order to create a more comprehensive knowledge base
about wound care in antiquity. The collection of these various materials into one space
helps to contextualize a practice which occurred on an interpersonal basis, often between
two individuals who might leave little to zero physical evidence behind for modern
archaeologists. Wound care is a tricky subject, and there have been only a few attempts to
approach the subject in a holistic manner (Majno 1975, Salazar 2000). Thus,
understanding wound care further requires that scholars reconstruct the physical reality
of wound care from what little evidence remains, and we should utilize all available
materials to do so.
1.2. Sources
The essential sources for this work are the medical treatises of antiquity, preserved
through manuscript traditions and available in various edited forms today. The
Hippocratic corpus is the most well-known of these works, yet other medical treatises of
antiquity also contain incredibly useful information for this study. Where reference to an
ancient text is required, English versions have also been provided, and all translation was
done by myself unless otherwise noted. The most recent editions of the Greek and Latin
texts have been utilized for this study, and no adjustments to the text were made.
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1.3. Scope of the Project
The general research question which informs this thesis, at its broadest point, is
how can scholars further understand the development and methodology of wound care in
antiquity. Within this range, I have focused in on two categories (Bandages and Plasters)
which might be considered pillars of wound care in Greece and Rome, and were used by
practitioners throughout the medical communities, both scientific and religious. This
thesis will begin to explore the diversity of wound care in antiquity, and look toward
creating a comprehensive analytical approach.
To begin, I look to physical archaeological remains, particularly Greek ceramic
vases, as a way to begin thinking about general perspectives of wound care. Chapter two
looks at the visual and archaeological evidence through painted ceramics and other
objects, in order to facilitate a discussion around the perspectives of wound care
technologies, their use, and appearance. Various depictions of bandages or wound care
can be found on a few famous pieces such as the Berlin vase painted with a scene of
Achilles tending the wounded Patroklos, the fresco of Iapyx treating Aeneas from
Pompeii, and the wall paintings of the François Tomb. Currently, no known images of
wound care which include a plaster type material are known, and as such the discussion
in this chapter focuses primarily on linen bandages. Through this, it becomes clear how
the use of a bandage within a scene represents not only a wound, but a wound which has
the possibility of healing. This also reflects how bandages can be used both functionally
for narrative purposes and as a descriptive attribute, and the connection with various
literary figures is considered. Images including bandages are comparatively distinct from
scenes which represent deadly wounds, such as the Euphronios krater where open and
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bloody wounds are meant to be depicted as fatal. From this, the perspectives of wound
care from a crafts person can be used as a backdrop to further understand the
development and reputation of wound care over time, and how it is generally seen in a
positive manner, possibly reflecting a positive outlook on medical treatments.
The next chapter discusses wound care in general as described by surviving ancient
literature; including both bandages and plasters- two distinct groups of treatment. These
treatments had different uses and purposes, and are categorically unique medical
behaviors. The text is careful to distinguish between these two approaches, and the third
chapter will discuss the differences and overlap between them. Discussion is focused on
prose, both from medical texts and other types of material, including epigraphic and
historical sources. The discussion identifies several passages of interest and considers
them as instructional tools, and catalogues the variety of contexts in which wound care is
discussed, ranging from Homeric to Roman sources. Unfortunately, due to the time
restrictions of this research, this section focuses mainly on the literary evidence
describing bandages, with only some discussion on plasters.
The fourth chapter will focus on applying experimental approaches to the topic of
wound care technology, specifically plaster. Several texts describe a variety of plaster
recipes in great detail; including both the specific ingredients and method of preparation.
This chapter describes the sources and methodology used to re-create a few chosen plaster
recipes known from antiquity, in order to fully clarify what the ancient physician
considered a plaster to be as a material product. Some questions guiding these
experiments include: what types of textures and consistencies were typical of these
treatments? Could these treatments be made prior to an injury and stored; or must the
substance be made on the spot?
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The fifth chapter then presents the results of the plaster experiments, and includes
a discussion of their potential and uses. Adding to the work set out by Harrison et. al
(2012), the experiments will continue enhancing to the current knowledge of ancient
wound care technology, and allow future scholars more qualitative information about the
materials referred to as plasters in a medical context. Finally, the conclusion will wrap up
all the previous discussions, and reiterate the importance of instruction in the medical
treatises of antiquity.
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Chapter 2: Bandages and Wounds in the Art of Ancient
Greece and Rome
2.1. Introduction
The medical aryballos, held by the Louvre (inv. no. CA2183; BAPD no. 210078;
Baker 2013: 75, Lane Fox 2020), is one of the few instances of a physician appearing in
ancient art. In this painting, we see a physician and his patients, a multitude of bodies
and mobility statuses appearing within the scene. While this vessel is useful in a variety
of discussions related to ancient medicine and often cited when discussing medicine and
art, it does not assist in the discussion of wounds, bandages, or wound treatment in
antiquity. The painting does show several figures, but none are wearing bandages or show
any obvious wounds. Yet, there are other paintings which can be utilized to this end.
Painted, drawn, or sculpted representations of injury and the ‘wounded’ are often
incredibly powerful works of art, and a subject which many artists have tackled in diverse
ways across different eras of classical art (Aparaschivei 2013, Saunders 2010, Wilmanns
1995).
In the Greco-Roman world, scenes of battle, injury, and death are a well-known
and popular feature of the ancient artistic program. Yet, clear representations of wounds
and treatments using bandages, are only a small fraction of the works preserved today.
Despite being such a niche theme, wounds and bandages appear among the work of
several Greek vase painters, as well as on Roman frescoes, and relief sculpture. While this
subject is certainly not the most prolific type of imagery in ancient art, representations of
wounds and bandages are relatively consistent when they do appear. Wounding can be
present in narrative or mythologically inspired works, as well as scene of generalized life
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or activity. In some scenes it is even possible to conclude the specific identity of the
wounded, and, in such cases, Christine Salazar considers the use of wounds in nonmedical contexts to be an invocation of the “hero-image” (2000: xxiv).
Wound or injury can be represented in ancient art through one of three methods:
by representing (1) a bandage, (2) the open wound itself, or implied by (3) a piece of
weaponry, such as a sword or spear which actively impales the victim. Typically, when an
actual wound is present, the area might be marked by a drawn or incised line, and there
may also be an attempt to show blood pouring out from the opening. However, this was
not a necessity or requirement, particularly when a weapon is still impaling the victim
(Saunders 2010). On the other hand, the representation of wrapped linen bandages is
considerably more consistent. Bandages are generally shown through the inclusion of a
thin portion of white glaze on the body part of interest, bordered by thin parallel line work
to clarify the outline, which may cross over each other or not. This is generally enough
visual information to invoke the viewer’s understanding that the individual in the painting
is wearing a linen bandage.
In this chapter, selected works from Classical Greece and Rome that include
images of wounds or bandages will be described in detail. The works discussed do not
form an exhaustive list, but a range of examples which have been chosen as a
representative sample - standing in for an exhaustive catalogue. A discussion will follow
to consider the consistency with which bandages and wounds are portrayed in ancient art,
and what this means for the individual represented in the work. Pieces were chosen only
if the designation of a feature as a wound or bandage was certain, and identifications were
generally confirmed through secondary scholarship, such as the Beazley Archive Pottery
Database (BAPD). I will also limit my discussion to pieces which do not imply injury
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through weaponry, as the focus is not on the wound itself, but the weapon. I have also not
included images of wrestling or boxing, as the function of the bandage is inherently
different in these scenes, as the bandages are preventative rather than responsive. Images
which feature a bandage, a wound, or blood pouring from an implied wound are
considered, although again this is not an exhaustive list. The examples which are
discussed in this chapter are presented here (Table 2.1).
Name

Title

Artists (if known)

Date

Berlin Kylix

Achilles bandaging Patroclus

Sosias Painter

550-500 BCE

Euphronios Krater

The Death of Sarpedon

Euphronios

550-500 BCE

Tomb of the Augurs

Man fighting a wild animal

unknown

530-520 BCE

Red-Figure cup

Battle Scene

Onesimos

500-450 BCE

Red-Figure Pelike

Telephos

Follower/imitator of the

475-425 BCE

Red-Figure Squat Lekythos

withholding

the

infant Orestes

Chicago Painter

Philoctetes abandoned on the

Unknown

420 BCE

island of Lemnos
Francois Tomb

Patroclus, Bandaged

Unknown

370-33 BCE

Fresco, House of the

Iapyx removing an arrowhead

Unknown

5-79 CE

Apollodorus of Damascus

113 CE

from Aeneas' thigh
Relief Sculpture, Trajan’s Column

Soldier bandaging a wound

Table 2.1. Selected works of art from the Greco-Roman world which depict bandages or open
wounds; including ceramics, fresco, and relief sculpture.

With these works, I argue that the inclusion of a bandage expresses the sentiment
that the wounded individual will eventually recover. Conversely, the depiction of an open
wound encourages the viewer to contemplate the eventual death or demise of the victim.
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While specific mythological or cultural context might change this pattern slightly, overall
it remains a consistent approach. Bandages and wounds were painted following this
stylistic narrative convention particularly in 5th century BCE Greece, but Roman relief
sculpture and fresco develop the Greek tradition further to focus on the active treatment
of wounds as a way to represent survival. A few exceptions to these rules will also be
discussed, including (most prominently) the Etruscan tomb paintings. Overall, these
objects and images help to uncover artistic trends and perspectives concerning wound
care, bandages, and medical treatment in the ancient Greco-Roman world, and can
further develop our understanding of medical practice itself.

2.2. The Works
2.2.1. Berlin Kylix, Antikensammlung, Berlin
The Berlin kylix (inv. no. F2278; BAPD no. 200108) is the most detailed
representation of a bandage known in Greek art, and shows Achilles bandaging a
wounded Patroclus. This kylix excavated from Vulci is signed by the Sosias painter and
likely formed around 550-500 BCE. The figures of interest are found on the tondo and
are the only two figures of the scene (Simon and Hirmer 1976: 117). In accordance with
the average representation of a bandage, the upper arm of Patroclus has a section of lines
which can only be interpreted as a strip of linen wrapped around Patroclus’ arm (Figure
2.1). In this scene, the Sosias Painter shows the bandage being actively placed on the
wound, an effect achieved by the extended sections of bandage seen on either side of the
arm and held by Achilles. The bandage wrap is nearly complete, and without the presence
of the extended ends and the active work of Achilles, the bandage might have easily
appeared finished at the current stage. Achilles gently grasps the pieces of spare linen,
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and focuses intently on the work being done. This focus, emphasized by the side profile,
the use of both hands, and the hunched back; touches on the complexity of bandage
wrapping. Such complexity is also described by Hippocrates; bandages might involve
multiple layers, particular lengths or amounts of wrapping, and plasters or ointments
might be utilized in tandem with the bandage (Salazar 2000: 52).

Figure 2.1. Achilles bandaging Patroclus Berlin, Antikensammlung, F2278.

Greek vase paintings will often represent a mythological scene as a narrative
nucleus, and the same is true of images which focuses upon injury or wounded individuals
within myth (Stansbury O’Donnell 1999:18). Despite the fact that the moment shown here
between Patroclus and Achilles does not appear in the text of Homer, it is a moment the
viewer could instantly recognize as taking place within the context of the Trojan war (Lane
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Fox 2020: 37). Here, the scene is intimate and personal rather than heroic; drawing in
the viewer to experience this moment between the two men. There is also a subtle
eroticism to the scene, while Achilles tenderly and lovingly cares for his friend in an hour
of need, while Patroclus lays below the intense gaze of his companion. Patroclus has his
legs splayed, knees and ankles pointing in entirely opposite directions, clearly in pain.
Patroclus also freely displays his genitalia, conveniently placed within the sight line of
Achilles as he works on wrapping the bandage.
Emotionally, the pain and focus are the highlights of this work and are visually
wrapped into the bandage which sits in the dead center of the image. Salazar considers
that these scenes, in the context of the Iliad and Homeric works “are an integrated part of
this theme [of heroism and the right way for a hero to live and die]” (2000: 128). This sets
the bandage into a context of both visual heroism and an act of physical care, further
strengthening the emotional connection between the men (Lane Fox 2020: 37).
Additionally, the only other use of white glaze in this painting is found on the bared teeth
of Patroclus, perhaps a way to bond the pain which is clearly represented on his face with
the bandage which covers his wound. The bandage then becomes a way to emphasize this
difficult moment, but also acts as a reminder that it is not yet the final moments of
Patroclus’ life.

2.2.2. Red-figure Pelike, British Museum, London
A red-figure pelike at the British Museum (inv. no. 1836,0224.28; BAPD no.
207332; Figure 2.2) depicts the wounded Telephos seated on a throne, holding the infant
Orestes. It is clear that Telephos is wounded due to the use of a bandage which is exposed
on his upper thigh. This view is fitting, as the iconography of injury is a central part of the
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mythology surrounding Telephos, who was wounded, and then later healed by Achilles.
The presence of the bandage is essential for the viewer to understand the moment this
scene represents occurs before the fateful wound is healed. Here, we see Telephos seated
holding Orestes on his lap, meant to be a representation of an infant but essentially is just
a tiny adult. Across from him stands Agamemnon, further pinpointing the moment in
narrative space. Thus, the bandages function as a signpost is essential for placing this
scene within a specific narrative timeline. The piece has been dated to around 450 BCE,
and was found in Vulci (Beazley 1963: 632). The vase is not attributed to a known painter,
but was possibly painted by a follower of the so-called Chicago painter. Although, Beazley
leans more into the concept of an imitator rather than a follower when considering the
painter of this vessel.
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Figure 2.2. Telephos withholding the infant Orestes, British Museum, 1836,0224.28.

When compared with the Berlin Kylix, this bandage shows more rough line work
and less precision in the bandage glaze. The crisscrossing lines appear messy and
haphazard up close, barely retaining their status as parallel. Similarly, the meander
around the neck and base of the pelike does not have a consistent line, and the width of
the line ebbs and flows with each stroke rather than creating a consistent mark such as
the decorative aspects of the Berlin Kylix. The white glaze of the bandage is placed
unevenly, and does not appear to fill in the entire area outlined by the black lines. Yet, it
is still easily recognizable as a bandage, and shows how the lack of precision in a piece
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does not actively damage the viewers ability to accurately assess the features which
represent linen.
Conversely, the clothing in this scene is rendered with much more care and
precision, along with the body lines of the central figures. However, unlike the other cloth
which appears in the scene, the bandage alone is painted with a white glaze, drawing the
eye into the unusual spot of bright white pigment in a sea of orange. Curiously, this white
glaze technique is not used for other representations of cloth, namely clothing, and often
appears very sparingly in vase painting. Thus, using the white glaze highlights the
significance and interest placed on the bandage as something entirely different from the
clothing an individual wears day to day. The bandage, although it is not precise in its form,
still retains the essential function of its purpose, and contributes to the viewers ability to
interpret the scene in the intended manner.

2.2.3. Red-Figure Squat Lekythos, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
The squat Lekythos held by the Metropolitan museum of art shows a lonely figure,
the injured Philoctetes as he waits on the island of Lemnos, abandoned by his crew and
lamenting the pain from his never-ending injury (Inv. No 56.171.58; BAPD no. 10931).
Framed by environmental features, and focused solely on his injury, Philoctetes lifts his
foot to elevate it upon a log, a bandage wrapped around his ankle and heel. The scene
shows a variety of techniques, representing clothing and rock with entirely different
painting approaches. Turning to the bandage, the lines again appear as the standard
parallel straight lines, and the artists is careful to represent the turn of the foot at the
ankle, and the bandage follows the leg and continues up the body. The lines themselves
are fairly precise, with some areas of dripping or bulging beads of paint which stretch
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some areas beyond the edge of the rest of line. As in the Painting of Telephos, these
inconsistencies do not detract from the viewers experience of the bandage, and in fact
further present the case for minimal action required to present the desired visual effect.

Figure 2.3. Philoctetes abandoned on the island of Lemnos, Metropolitan Museum, 56.171.58.

Recovery is at the very heart of Philoctetes’ story, and a narrative element which,
if changed, would ultimately lead to drastic difference in the myth. The bandage, although
subdued and not placed within the image as a central focus, still reinforced the notion
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that eventually this individual will recover. Unlike the other bandages which use a bright
white glaze, this artist chooses to depict the bandage with the same technique as the rest
of the figure’s clothes, a simple black line (as opposed to lines filled with white glaze). The
bandage here is less prominent visually, yet its presence reminds the viewer of who they
are interpreting and creates a form of visual reinforcement. The bandage is used as a way
to represent Philoctetes wounds without truly attempting to depict such a gruesome
injury, which is famously considered to be gross and unsightly. Thus, the bandage acts as
a visual buffer as well, allowing the viewer to retain the space in the scene as occupied by
a wound, while also avoiding the uncomfortable physical reaction one might have at the
sight of a ghastly wound. Bandages in scenes such as this are two-fold, and show how the
inclusion of a bandage has the ability to be used as both decorative reinforcement and
narrative identification.

2.2.4. The Euphronios Krater, Cerveteri, Museo Nazionale Cerite
The Euphronios krater, also sometimes referred to as “The Death of Sarpedon”
(BADP no. 187; Figure 2.3) has been the center of much controversy in the world art
market. Yet, the painting depicts a wounded body as its central focus, and thus the
painting will be the concentration of my discussion. The central unit illustrates a scene
from the Trojan war, focused on the figure of Sarpedon- the adored son of Zeus, slain by
Patroclus on the battle field. Four figures make up the group, which depicts a dead body
as it is carried to the underworld by divine pall bearers. For this discussion, the
mythological or literary implications of his soul being taken to the underworld are not the
central interest, but still important as a motivator for the imagery we see represented on
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the vase. Luckily, there is no doubt or debate concerning the identification of this scene,
as the inscriptions clearly label each figure.
Most markedly, the care for Sarpedon’s body was of the utmost concern. In this
image we see a physically beautiful man with sudden and jarring injuries carefully framed
and embraced by Hypnos and Thanatos. Euphronios is careful not to block our view of
Sarpedon’s face, chest, abdomen, or genitals; but still retains some of the shocks of seeing
an open wound through the trails of blood that flows almost sideways across Sarpedon’s
body.

Figure 2.4. The Death of Sarpedon, Cerveteri, Museo Nazionale Cerite, BADP no. 187.

It is known that Euphronios was a prolific painter and potter during the archaic
period, working from around 520 – 505 BCE (Boardman 1975: 32). His work is generally
mythological in nature, and only one surviving painting deals with a wounded figure,
although some others may have been lost to time. The wound, at the center of the action
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invoked by the scene, is treated in a largely simplistic manner. Euphronios seems
generally aware of what a wound is conceptually, but the depiction of this falls short for
the viewer. Three large wounds are visible on Sarpedon’s body, and Euphronios
references the recent event of these injuries through the blood as it runs from the wounds.
There is nothing particularly realistic about this depiction; as it is effectively a series of
red lines which emerge from a single point on the body.
Regardless of the realism, this image does still provide the bare minimum for
understanding that these red lines are meant to represent blood. Euphronios is certainly
capable of such detail, especially considering the intricate details of the clothing or wings
of Thanatos and Hypnos). It is clear that there are wounds on the body as they interrupt
the otherwise consistent skin tone of Sarpedon. So, Euphronios likely only spent a little
time perfecting or detailing these wounds, as the impact can be achieved without the
intricate detailing his hand is capable of producing.
Another facet that may impact the choices seen within this painting is the amount
of knowledge about wounds, injury, and medical care available to Euphronios. A painter’s
lack of knowledge of wounds, or lack of knowledge of how to accurately depict an open
wound, is possibly indicative of the average person’s separation from the medical day
today. One might only see open wounds in states of heightened turmoil and emergency,
perhaps directly after the wound occurs, and the opportunities for a painter to closely
observe an undressed wound might be scarce. However, it is more likely that a painter
might have more time to observe a dressing once it is completed, perhaps during an
opportunity following any accidents in the workshop.
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2.2.5 Red-figure Cup, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts
Side B of a red-figure cup at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts (inv. no. 01.8021;
BAPD no. 203265; Figure 2.4), shows a wounded warrior as he falls to the ground, struck
above the buttocks with blood pouring down from the wound over his crouched legs.
Likely created between 500 and 450 BCE and found in the Orvieto area, this cup has been
attributed to the painter Onesimos (Beazley 1963: 1567). Battles and warriors are a
common theme for Onesimos, and Boardman considered his work to be overall novel,
and “usually avoiding the trivial in subject matter” (1975: 133). Onesimos is also a known
contemporary of Euphronios, who was the potter responsible for many of the cups
painted by Onesimos (Boardman 2010: 133).

Figure 2.5. Wounded Warrior, Red-figure cup (Side B), Boston, Museum of Fine Arts.

It is possible to see the development of depicting wounds and blood in art through
this vessel when it is compared with the Euphronios krater. The blood on this wound is a
bit more nuanced, although perhaps still informed by the work of Euphronios. The
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pattern of the blood is more complex, and it is clear the painter is attempting to represent
blood pouring down the curved surface of the thigh in a more realistic manner than the
wounds painted by Euphronios.
This figure has also been stabbed in the back – Saunders (2010) comments on this
vase in the context of warriors, and particularly their injuries. Battles, and more precisely
battle wounds, are seen between the years of 525 BCE and 475 BCE, with a distinct “sharp
decline” after the early 5th century BCE (Saunders 2010: 2). This scene also has literary
implications, echoing the negative sentiment of fleeing in battle. Flight, like death, is a
status that a warrior does not wish to acquire, and so the pairing is a natural logical step.
Just as one does not wish to perish from a deadly injury, a soldier also wishes to retain or
enhance his kleos in battle, which the act of flight would immediately revoke.
2.2.6. Pompeii Fresco depicting Iapyx Removing an Arrowhead from Aeneas' Thigh,
Naples, Museo Archeologico Nazionale
The popular fresco discovered in the ash of Pompeii and currently held by the
Museo Archeologico Nazionale (inv. no. 9009; Figures 2.5-2.6) represents a scene from
the Aeneid and shows the active treatment of an injury by a physician. Aeneas is passive
and calm while he stands over the physician Iapyx. This scene, shows the wound, open
and bare, with no bandage in sight, as its being treated. Certainly not the moment of
Aeneas’ death, the position and action of the physician along with the presence of Venus
reinforce the outcome of this injury. Aeneas will survive and continue on another day, in
part due to the intervention of Venus, who encourages Iapyx to place Cretan dittany on
Aeneas’ wound. Cretan Dittany, also known as Origanum Dictamnus, a natural type of
marjoram which grows wild in the Aegean, particularly Crete, and is known to be safe for
medical use, and is still utilized even in the modern day (Kalyvianaki et al. 2020).
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Figure 2.6. Iapyx removing an arrowhead from Aeneas' thigh, Naples, Museo Archeologico
Nazionale.

This fresco is a strong narrative development from the Greek ceramics, and Robin
Lane Fox considers the choice in Virgil’s narrative account to be motivated by the writing
of Aristotle and Cicero (Lane fox 2020: 22), and not a choice motivated by knowledge of
the physician’s perspective. However, even though this substance is implied by the action
of the scene, it is nowhere to be found in the image. The wound itself is paramount, along
with the treatment it receives by way of metal tool operated by the physician.
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Here, the Romans are rejecting the convention of a bandage as requirement for a
successful interpretation, and instead turns to the physician’s tool kit. Iapyx is pictured
holding a pair of surgical forceps, focused intently on his work. The wound is clearly
visible, although faded and missing a small section now, and a small drip of blood has
fallen on to the skin below. Despite Iapyx’ literary failing, in this fresco we do not see such
a result and the artist rather seems to admire the skill of the physician. Iapyx is treated
in a respectable fashion, overseen by the divine and focused on his work in a manner
which is fitting of the attention required for delicate treatment. On the other hand Aeneas,
the bearer of the wound, appears almost bored with his current situation, looking off into
the distance over the physicians head. The contrast between these two individuals
heightens the perspective of the physician as a capable practitioner, inflicting no pain onto
his patient which might disturb his current, rather bored, emotion.

Figure 2.7. Close up of Iapyx and the wounded thigh of Aeneas. Fresco, Naples, Museo
Archeologico Nazionale.
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2.2.7. Wounded Soldiers on Trajan’s Column, Rome
Among a sea of soldiers and battle activity, the treatment of one soldier’s wounded
thigh can be seen on Scene XL, about mid-way up Trajan’s column, which stands in the
forum of Trajan in Rome (Figure 2.7; Aparaschivei 2013). While this is an incredibly small
scene in the grand scheme of the column, but it reinforces the use of bandages as a sign
of positive recovery, and hope for the patient. In the military context of Trajan’s war
against the Dacians, this focus on recovery rather than death is critically political. This
work also relies on the act of application, similar to the Berlin kylix, and it is possible to
see the roll of linen peeking out from clasped hand of the figure bent over while treating
the wound of another solider as he sits upon some raised earth or rock. Some scholars
consider this individual to be a capsarius - a soldier whose central job was to bring
bandages into the field and provide care for wounds as they happened (Wilmanns 1995:
135). Within the debate about this scene, the particular status of the individual providing
the bandage is still undecided, with some preferring the identification of capsarius, and
others preferring Medicus Ordinarius (Aparaschivei 2013: 73). In this simple act of care,
there is nothing distinctive which marks the individual wrapping the bandage as a doctor
or physician, although he is likely not a soldier on the front line, as he does not wear the
distinctive armor of the soldiers returning from battle.
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Figure 2.8. Wounded soldiers receiving treatment, Trajan’s column, Rome, Italy.
2.3. Discussion
From this selection of examples, it is clear that the choice to include a bandage in
an image is a specific and directed choice. Such care suggests the importance of proper
wound-based imagery for a mythological narrative. In the myths represented here, the
presence of the wound has varying levels of impact, from merely a means of character
recognition to the central nuclear focus. Yet, wounds retain their importance from text to
image, without loss of focus. The relationship between Achilles and Patroclus is one such
example, where it is essential that the viewer understand that Patroclus is still very much
alive and well at that point in the Trojan war. The same is true in the narrative which
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informs the image of Telephos, as the integrity of the scene would break down if the viewer
were to think Telephos was in fact dead or dying in that moment. While a wound or
bandage may only be one small aspect of a larger narrative, they can have drastic impact
on the experience of the viewer, and the depth of the emotion an artists has attempted to
portray. Wounds, then, can be seen as an agent of positive or negative outcome, and as
such the way they are represented in art can tell us about the perspectives on wounds in
general. Bandaged wound care clearly had a strong impact on the general public, which
then transferred through to the works of art and helped to influence an entire stylistic
expectation. This expectation informs the treatment of injury and trauma in art,
particularly in narrative artwork.

2.3.1. The Wounds Themselves
The three options for representing a wound (weapon, open wound / blood,
bandage) each have their own unique emotional additions to a narrative scene. For
example, the use of a weapon when placed in a certain area of the body might indicate to
the viewer an expected emotion regarding the figure’s death, such as in the case of battle
flight (Saunders 2010). As viewers, we can be either be called to cheer on a killer or grieve
the passing of a figure as a friend through these choices. The use of one wound type over
the other is a conscious choice on behalf of the artist, one which was likely dictated by a
standardized approach, particularly in vase painting.
Throughout this discussion I have made comparisons between the artistic works
and the reality of wounds on the physical body. However, it must be considered whether
accuracy was the main intention of the vase painters. Finely decorated ware was often the
center piece of the symposium, and it is unclear the extent to which party goers might
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want to observe a highly realistic wound. Thus, the lack of detail may be as intentional a
choice as the finely detailed clothing or florals found elsewhere in the same scene.
In contrast with the imagery on the Euphronios krater, the Berlin vase does not
show any actual wound to be considered as realistic or not. Rather, the bandage
completely covers the area which would be affected, and acts as a physical and visual
barrier to the flesh. Similar to the Berlin kylix, the painting on the British pelike also does
not include any of the open wound. No blood can be seen at the edges of the bandages or
bleeding through the cloth. In both the Berlin kylix and the Red figure cup, the bandage
is represented through crisscrossing straight lines enhanced with a white glaze. Just as
Patroclus will live another day, Telephos is not expected to pass away from this wound,
and the use of a bandage reinforces the possibility of healing and the ultimate survival of
the wounded. Visually, a bandage can also be an indicator for access to medical care, a
service which is unnecessary for someone who is already death, and may be unable to
acquire for someone close to death.
Stylistically, the process of representing a bandage is much simpler than
attempting to re-create a bloody, open wound with paint. Wounds can be a variety of
different shapes, sizes, and colors; whereas a finished bandage has a much more cohesive
look. So why not choose such an option in the painting, for example, of Sarpedon’s death?
Every single feature in this group is pointing towards reinforcing the death of Sarpedon,
not only is he shown actively wounded and lying horizontally, but he is framed by the
arms of both Hypnos and Thanatos, and overseen by the eyes of Hermes. This group is a
perfect combination of belief and reality, where the presence of Hermes, Thanatos and
Hypnos express the ideological care we hope to receive from the gods, while the wounded
body of Sarpedon reveals the harsh realities of the physical world we live in. Further, the
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open wound must be shown without the covering of the bandage, as this could create
confusion for the viewer. Since the body is the most central figure, including a bandage
might cause the viewer to wonder if this figure is in fact recovering from his wound, while
the presence of the open wound clearly suggests that the individual is either already dead
and beyond help, or close to it.
2.3.2. Medicine Through the Eyes of the Vase Painters
There is a sense of simplification in the way bandages are represented in ancient
art compared to the medical texts. There are a multitude of texts which refer to specific
and often complicated procedures, recipes, and general practices which are utilized by
various types of ancient physicians, none of which appear in the arts beyond the simple
linen bandage. Some of these recipes will be discussed in detail in the Chapter 4, but in
general they show a clear disconnect between the knowledge of the painter, and the
knowledge of the physician. Compared to medieval medical works, such as the
illuminated manuscripts (Slone MS 345 held by the British Library is but one example)
which include detailed drawings of the treatments described in the text, the work of the
classical period is less ambitious in its attempts to recreate medical treatment. In these
later works, many pages include incredibly precise illustrations which can be used to
pinpoint certain treatments. Surgeries are also portrayed and suggest that the artist might
have witnessed the practice first-hand.
While this is certainly not the case in classical art, the presence of any medical
treatment within the visual repertoire of a ceramicist is indicative of the growing
popularity of medical treatments. To some degree, the use of bandages in art suggests an
appreciation for the medical sphere, as an option which can aid an individual who has
been wounded. Although, realism still prevails. Even in the real world a truly fatal wound
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would not receive treatment if the prognosis was bad. Once a physician determined a
patient’s poor prognosis, he would not perform any surgery (Hippocrates, On Head
Wounds 19). So, as with many other themes, the visual representation takes a shortcut in
some areas, but can still reveal some realities about the world which produced it.
In Greek and Roman art, the presence of a bandage is enough to indicate to a
viewer that an injury has occurred; no other aspects of wound care are of concern to the
painter. The linen bandage was likely the most common point of reference for a painter.
Bandages would often be left on for extended periods of time, and could perhaps be a
regular sight for someone in the ancient world. Artisans such as Sosias painter took
special care to represent bandages in a recognizable fashion, creating a type of medical
idealism. However, neither Greek or Roman art attempts to replicate wound care in its
entirety. For example, there are no images which include the use of medical plasters,
which might have drastically changed the appearance of a bandage depending on the
treatment used. Celsus in particular describes how some plasters might be a variety of
colors, including green, red, and white (De Medicina 5.19, Table 4.1).
From this sample, it can be concluded that no Greek painted vessels show a
deceased figure with a bandage upon the wound of interest. It is of vital visual importance
that the wound either be implied through a weapon, or shown as open and untreated, in
order to effectively represent the fatality of the scene. Conversely, this allows ceramic vase
painters to utilize the imagery of a bandage as a positive marker for survival, and provides
a distinct binary rule for the treatment of wound and injury in art. While not motivated
or inspired by the reality of what bandages and wounds looked like in real life, the basic
concepts of medical treatment do show up in the choices made by the Greek painters.
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In turn, these rules are adopted and developed further by Roman artists. Although
there are only a few examples with clearly represented bandages, when they do occur
similar rules are followed. Within the context of Trajan’s column, we see the strictest
adherence to this rule, where the soldier who is receiving medical treatment is meant to
reflect the survival of that solider, and the perseverance of the army as a whole. We do not
see this soldier’s wound, only the treatment he receives around it. Similarly, in the fresco
showing the treatment of Aeneas arrow wound, despite the fact that the wound is now
visible, it is also in the midst of receiving a treatment from Iapyx. The fresco painter
perhaps realized that the rule of using a bandage to imply survival would not be required
if the individual was actively receiving treatment.
2.3.3. Exceptions
A clear exception to the pattern laid out in the vase paintings comes from a famous
Etruscan tomb painting. Painted upon the wall of the François tomb, the departed ‘soul’
of Patroclus is shown with a thin white bandage wrapped around his chest, perhaps
indicating some after life treatment of his wounds (Figure 2.8). He stands next to Vanth,
the goddess of death, who’s wings envelop Patroclus in a shadow as if reference his
presence in the underworld (Pallottino 1952: 119). On the other side of Vanth stands the
still living Achilles, while he slaughters a captured Trojan soldier. There are many wounds
in this scene, some of which are merely implied by the presence of a weapon, yet the only
bandage appears on an already dead individual. This indicates a strong difference in the
perspective of wounds and injury for the Etruscan mind, and perhaps represents a
cultural difference between Greek and Etruscan artisans. A similar approach can also be
seen in the treatment of Agamemnon in the Tomb of the Orcus. Here, it is generally
accepted that the scene depicts Agamemnon with a bandage wrapped around his arm as
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he wanders through the underworld, although some scholars prefer to view what might
be a bandage as a type of scarf (Pallottino 1952:111). Again, this moment occurs after the
individual’s death, rather than a moment which occurred in life - as we see in the Greek
examples.

Figure 2.9. Interior view of the François tomb, Vulci, Italy
Another exception can be seen in the Tomb of the Augurs, where open bloody
wounds can be seen on the legs of one man being attacked by a dog, although it is unclear
if these will eventually lead to death and the scene does not have a clear mythological
reference. However, this man retains multiple wounds, and rather than being depicted in
a weak, injured, or death like state, he is shown striding across the field of view facing his
adversary. He leans down slightly, but his legs are still strongly planted on the ground
line, and his body size and shape are consistent with the individual next to him.
Conversely, the Etruscans seemed to prefer an active representation of injury leading to
death, such as the battle scene of the François tomb, where three different mythological
individuals are impaled with swords, and the wounds are enhanced with blood. These
figures do not recover from the moment displayed on the tomb wall, and are depicted in
utterly defeated poses, enhancing the eventual demise the individuals face.
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There are some depictions of non-fatal injury in Greek vase painting. One can be
found on the reverse of a pseudo Panathenaic amphora held by Munich,
Antikensammlung (inv. no. 1459; BAPD no. 31762). In this work, the painter has chosen
a group of boxers with bloody facial injuries as the main subject on the reverse of the
amphora. The context of this scene within a gaming environment such as boxing
tournament is fundamentally different from the battle or death scenes with mythological
prominence. As such, the survival of the boxers is easily understood, even without the
typical stylistic convention of bandages. The wounds here are also only represented
through the splatter of blood, and not by a weapon, bandage, or open wound.

2.4. Conclusion
Painted, drawn, or sculpted representations of injury and the ‘wounded’ can be
incredibly powerful works of art, and a subject which many artists have tackled in diverse
ways overtime (Aparaschivei 2013, Saunders 2010, Wilmanns 1995). In the Greco-Roman
world, scenes of battle, injury, and death are well-known and popular features of the
artistic program. Yet, the actual representation of wounds and treatments using bandages
are only a small fraction of the works preserved today. Despite being a rather niche theme,
wounds, and to a lesser extent bandages, do appear among the work of several different
Greek vase painters, as well as on Roman frescos and relief sculpture. While this subject
is certainly not the most prolific type of imagery in ancient art, representations of wounds
and bandages are relatively consistent when they do appear.
When considering the Medical Aryballos, the central figure is perhaps the most
useful piece of information, as we see the physician frozen in the moment just before he
breaks the skin with his knife. When considered in context with the vessels which depict
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wounds, open or bandaged, one might wonder if the painter of the medical aryballos,
often referred to as the clinic painter, resisted depicting the physician in action so as to
not confuse the audience with wound imagery. Considering the examples presented here,
the approach to wounds has a consistency in its narrative effect. Yet, there were likely
many works that utilized the themes of injury and medical treatment and simply do not
survive today, such as the statue of a wounded Athena described by Pausanias (Paus.
8.28.6). In this work, Athena appeared with a purple bandage around her thigh, and
perhaps represents a different approach to bandages in sculptural works which are not
preserved today. However, this work is not preserved in the archeological record, or is yet
to be uncovered.
The bandage, a visual representation of survival, medical treatment, and positive
outcomes – effectively acts as a kind of signposts for the good guy. Despite being highly
stylized in nature, the bandage in art redirects injury into a positive perspective using an
idealization of reality. On the opposite hand, the representation of wounds, particularly
deadly wounds, presents to the viewer a bloody mess – emphasizing the negative outcome
and likely death. Art reflects reality, but it can only create a kind of mirror, rather than a
snapshot. In the work of artists, we can see glimmers of the developments in medical
practice, from the growing popularity of the linen bandage to the use of metal tools. Just
as the texts grow more precise over time, the art replicating the physician does as well.
By the Roman period, fresco painters were able to depict a non-deadly wound as it was
being treated by a physician, including an accurate representation of metal forceps. These
depictions point to a respect and observation of medical subjects and ideas, allowing the
painter to expand their repertoire and the physician to gain exposure.
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Chapter 3: Wound Care, Bandages, and Plasters in the
Greco-Roman Medical Texts
3.1. Introduction
The ancient medical literature tradition boasts an extensive collection of texts
which discuss hundreds of unique treatments, ideas, descriptions, and the general theory
which informed ancient medicine. Many of these works also discuss wounds, as well as
bandages and other types of wound care treatments in considerable depth. Countless
passages, and even some entire books, deal primarily with the treatment of various
injuries and wounds. The following pages will begin to address the diverse types of applied
treatments from the Greco-Roman medical tradition, with particular focus on works by
Hippocrates, Dioscorides, and Celsus. This chapter examines a small selection of passages
which discuss bandages from various literary sources; the passages are presented in
chronological order to explore the development of wound care treatment over time.
Within this investigation, it is possible see the large variety of treatments which ancient
physicians may have used to treat different types of wounds, and the instructional nature
of the medical texts which describe bandages, plasters, and general wound care.
One feature of wound care treatments which repeats across many texts is the use
of medical recipes which include ingredients and preparation methods. Through
processing the passages relevant to wound care, a variety of recipes have been collated
together so that comparisons might be easily made between them. By approaching these
recipes as a standard of the medical genre, one can begin to appreciate the precise
instructional nature of these treatments. By considering these passages as a group, the
formulaic composition of these recipes becomes clear: they will commonly include similar
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introductory phrases, a list of required ingredients, and vivid descriptions of process and
use. The goal of the author becomes clear by approaching these passages from a
perspective of encouraging education and successful recreation on behalf of the reader. It
must be considered that a medical author discussing wound care was (at least in part)
motivated to provide as much information to a reader as possible so that they. might
successfully reproduce a wound care treatment.

3.2. Bandages for the Ancient Greek and Roman Physicians
Davis and McLister have attempted to define more clearly some of the terms
associated with wound care treatments, and they conclude that “a bandage is typically a
material that is used to support a dressing, splint, or other medical devices, or it can be
used on its own to provide mechanical support to a part of the body. The dressing is the
component which is applied directly to the wound and is responsible for promoting
wound healing.” (2016: 64). Bandages are attested from the earliest Greek medical
record, and were also present around the Mediterranean as a medical staple. On the
other hand, the ancient physicians might also wish to use a different type of treatment,
such as the plaster – a prepared mixture of various ingredients (often a dry ingredient
with medicinal qualities paired with a type of binder such as fat, oil, or wax) that is made
and then placed upon a wound in the same way we might apply a cream or paste. Then,
the plaster would generally dry over time into a hardened substance.
So, perhaps the difficultly in addressing wound care treatments as a whole stems
from the difficulty we have categorizing them. One might initially consider “wound care”
or “wrap” as accurate in any situation involving wounds, yet this does not encompass
the wide variety of pain treatments, such as those applied onto unbroken skin (Harrison
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2012). “Dressing” perhaps comes closets out of the current vernacular, but again there
are some treatments that would not be appropriately labeled as dressings. However, the
one common feature among all these treatments is the application, they are all
“something applied”. This category is difficult to define; partially because in modern
medicine we under categorize many treatments which may fall into this broader
category of wound care, a grouping based generally on their overall purpose. Yet, wound
care treatments can all be understood as “something applied” and should then be
categorized more specifically from that point.
Bandages, plasters, poultices, and many other treatments are all variations of one
general category of treatment. Although, it is not the specific method of application that
connects these treatments together, but their use. Some are bound, some might be
smeared, but they are all intentionally applied to a specific area in need of treatment.
Their more specific functions are also not consistent. Some are used to treat fractures in
the same way we use casts today, while others might be for a pain treatment or soothing
the wound. The creation and details of the bandage plaster or poultice would be directly
tied to the specifics of the treatment, in the same way that we would not use a cast to
treat a bullet wound or stitches for a broken arm.
In the ancient texts, the use of a plaster type product was designated with the
term καταπλάσσω (LSJ 1897: 905). This verb translates to “applying a plaster” in
English, and is related to the noun καταπλάσµα (plaster). Plaster treatments were quite
different from linen bandages, which would have been applied or bound, and typically
signified by the verb ἐπιδέω (LSJ 1897: 233) These parallel terms are often found
together, one describing a plaster layer and the other describing a linen layer of a
tandem treatment plan. Plaster could be formed from a wide variety of ingredients, and
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I have catalogued over 60 distinct recipes from the works for authors such as
Hippocrates, Celsus, Dioscorides, and Pliny (Table 4.1). Many other recipes may still be
added as more texts are evaluated for this type of treatment, including from the
Hippocratic corpus, whose many treatises were only partially considered in this thesis.
Thus, to understand more about these treatments, it is important to consider the variety
of discussions which touch on wound care. Wounds have been around since the
beginning of human history, and thus accordingly make an appearance in nearly every
generation of ancient literature, providing ample material for study.

3.3. The Texts
3.3.1. Homeric and Pre-Hippocratic Texts
The earliest mention of wound care and bandages in a Mediterranean medical setting
comes from Egypt and a text which is known as the Ebers papyrus, dated to the 16th
century BCE (Broughton 2006). Linen is the preferred wrapping of deceased individuals
for mummification in Egypt, but it also had a dual use as a bandage. Linen itself is known
from at least 36,000 years ago, and Davis and Mclister speculate that its use as a bandage
likely came in tandem with linens manufacture, even in the earliest societies (2016:64).
However, it seems that lint was also a common, and sometimes one method of wound
care in Egypt consisted of a kind of vegetal fiber (Majno 1975: 116). Archaeologically,
bandages would not typically survive, however one roll of linen found in Tutankhamun’s
embalming cache has been interpreted as an unused linen bandage roll (Figure 1). The
weave of this bandage could easily be mistaken for a modern wrap, save for the faded tan
coloring of the fabric. The age of this roll attests to the availability of thin linen cloth strips
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from the 14th century BCE, although the quality and specific features of bandages might
be different in various areas around the Mediterranean.

Figure 3.1. Mummy Bandage from Tutankhamun's Embalming Cache, 1336 – 1327
BCE, Metropolitan Museum of Art, inv. no. 09.184.797).
This roll also indicates the early importance of fiber in wound care, and there are direct
parallels to this treatment which still exists in modern times, gauze wraps with similar
weaves are easily purchased at any drug store. Linen and cloth are typically the first image
when thinking about bandages, but there were also other natural ingredients that were
heavily relied on from early medical history including plant fibers and other natural
materials. One such natural substance which is well known as a useful tool for physicians
is honey. Confirmed by modern standards to be both anti-bacterial and anti-
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inflammatory, honey can be used as an easy non-invasive treatment for wounds and
particularly burns (Molan 2001: 16). These types of natural capacities for pain or healing
vancement were certainly exploited by Hippocratic authors, and likely by practitioners
before his time.
A literary description of early wound treatment within the context of epic poetry is
known from Book 11 of the Ili. This passage describes the injury of Eurypylus by a
projectile, and then the subsequent and treatment by Patroclus (Forrest 1982, Marketos
and Androutsos 2008).
845

ἔνθά µιν ἐκτανύσας ἐκ µηροῦ τάµνε µαχαίρῃ
ὀξὺ βέλος περιπευκές, ἀπ᾽ αὐτοῦ δ᾽ αἷµα κελαινὸν
νίζ᾽ ὕδατι λιαρῷ, ἐπὶ δὲ ῥίζαν βάλε πικρὴν
χερσὶ διατρίψας ὀδυνήφατον, ἥ οἱ ἁπάσας
ἔσχ᾽ ὀδύνας: τὸ µὲν ἕλκος ἐτέρσετο, παύσατο δ᾽ αἷµα.
There, while (Patroclus) stretched him (Eurypylus) out, he cut the sharp, painful,
projectile from his leg with a large knife, from him he washed the dark black blood
with warm water, and upon it a healing root1 was applied, which when rubbed
together by hand eases pain, which was for easing all pains. So, the wound dried
up, and the blood was stopped.
(Homer, Ili 11. 844-848)

Forrest considers this passage as an indication that the early Greeks were unaware of
how to cauterize a wound. This was a Hippocratic invention, and likely not widely spre
knowledge during the period when the Ili was committed to writing (1982: 202). Although
it is not explicitly stated at every instance, the style of wound treatment described here
was likely implied with some of the other 147 wounds described by the text (Marketos and
Androutsos 2008). The ‘recipe’ is one simple ingredient, which is applied to the wound in
a specific manner. The description of the wound itself also betrays a strong sense of how

1

Traditionally translated as ‘bitter root.’ However it is unclear if the word πικρὴν is meant as.
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wounds heal, which may either imply an intense observation of reality, or an awareness
of medical knowledge. There are also several instances of lethal wounds within the epic
which receive no treatment, but several wounds do receive some kind of plant-based
treatment such as ‘bitter root’. Alternatively, only two injuries are described as receiving
any kind of cloth binding (Majno 1975:142). Regardless, the account of these wounds is
sophisticated and betrays a well-developed knowledge of human anatomy - creating
incredibly visceral descriptions of injury (Flasher 2016:14). As the earliest Greek
literature, the wound care treatment we see in the Ili is not compressive in the same
manner as the medical treatises which appear later, but do point to an early recognition
for medical knowledge as an important facet of literature.

3.3.2. The Hippocratic Corpus
The medical genre of Greek literature is generally held in esteem through the most
prominently referenced text - the Hippocratic corpus. This collection of texts has a long
history of informing medical thought in modern Europe, particularly considering ethics
and the role of the physician (Pormann 2018). However, due to the multi-faceted nature
of the corpus and its frequent philosophical musings, the corpus seems to wear a dusty
and forgotten crown of the best (and only) instructional textbook of classical Greece.
While not all the passages which discuss bandages include explicit instructions, many do.
One common feature of an instructional passage from the Hippocratic corpus is the
phrase “χρὴ δ’” which might be considered a type of signpost to alert the reer that the
following passage will provide a step-by-step guide for how the author recommends
performing the treatment. Within the recipes, the use of participles and infinitives are
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frequent, and reflect a subordination to the main clause – that is, the condition described
(Totelin 2009: 58-9). Each treatment has its unique preparation and application needs
which must be considered, and many texts are carefully present explicit scenarios when
the treatment is best applied, and how it is best prepared.
The passages typically provide instructions for the appropriate length, amount, or
technique of application even for incredibly specific situations. For example, Broughton
(2006) explains how “the tourniquet is mentioned once in the Hippocratic Collection,
with a warning that if left on too long, gangrene will result” (8s). Some of the most
exceptional treatments uniquely crafted for a specific purpose, are the medical plasters.
Mention of these plasters are typically accompanied by explicit instructions for their use
and proper delivery. By the Hippocratic period, these plasters might be created from up
to 20 different materials. Although Krylova notes that “the plaster mass could not be
applied to wound surfaces, so it was applied around the lesion and tied with a linen, wellabsorbing detachable bandage” (2018: 2212). This would essentially create a multilayered treatment with both plaster and bandage combined, in some cases, this may end
up resembling a cast-like bandage similar to the casts we use for broken bones today.
One section of the corpus which discusses wounds and bandages in depth is the text
known as “On Fractures”, and one passage describes the treatment and binding of a
fractured limb. The passages from this section speak to the specificity required to
complete various types of bandages.
χρὴ δ᾽, ἐπὴν τείνωσι, τὰ θέναρα προσβάλλοντα διορθοῦν: ἔπειτα χρίσαντα κηρωτῇ
µὴ πάνυ πουλλῇ, ὡς µὴ περιπλέῃ τὰ ἐπιδέσµατα, οὕτως ἐπιδεῖν, ὅκως µὴ κατωτέρω
ἄκρην τὴν χεῖρα ἕξει τοῦ ἀγκῶνος, ἀλλὰ σµικρῷ τινι ἀνωτέρω, ὡς µὴ τὸ αἷµα ἐς
ἄκρον ἐπιρρέῃ, ἀλλὰ ἀπολαµβάνηται: ἔπειτα ἐπιδεῖν τῷ ὀθονίῳ, τὴν ἀρχὴν
βαλλόµενος κατὰ τὸ κάτηγµα: ἐρείδων µὲν οὖν, µὴ πιέζων δὲ κάρτα. ἐπὴν δὲ
περιβάλλῃ κατὰ τωὐτὸ δὶς ἢ τρὶς, ἐπὶ τὸ ἄνω νεµέσθω ἐπιδέων, ἵνα αἱ ἐπιρροαὶ τοῦ
αἵµατος ἀπολαµβάνωνται, καὶ τελευτησάτω κεῖθι: χρὴ δὲ µὴ µακρὰ εἶναι τὰ πρῶτα
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ὀθόνια. τῶν δὲ δευτέρων ὀθονίων, τὴν µὲν ἀρχὴν βάλλεσθαι ἐπὶ τὸ κάτηγµα:
περιβαλὼν δὲ ἅπαξ ἐς τωὐτὸ, ἔπειτα νεµέσθω ἐς τὸ κάτω, καὶ ἐπὶ ἧσσον πιέζων, καὶ
ἐπὶ µέζον διαβιβάσκων, ὡς ἂν αὐτὸ ἱκανὸν γένηται τὸ ὀθόνιον ἀναπαλινδροµῆσαι
κεῖθι, ἵνα περ τὸ ἕτερον ἐτελεύτησεν
One should, when [fractures] are extended, straighten it by applying the palms of
the hand. Then having rubbed it with Cerate, but not too much, such that the outer
bandage does not slip about. In this way, it should be bound in such a way that the
hand is not lower than the elbow, but a small bit higher, such that the blood does
not flow to the extremities, but stops [where it is]. Then one should bind with linen,
the first piece [should be] cast (wrapped) down from the bottom fracture, so it is
secured tightly, but not squeezing too much. When it is placed around from itself
two or three times while binding on the top of the fracture so that the flow of the
blood stops and finish [it] there. So, the first linen should not be lengthy. But, the
beginning of the second bandage should be wrapped upon the bottom fracture.
But, [it should] be wrapped around to itself only once, then drawn out toward
below, pressing less and wrapping more, so that the linen might be long enough to
be brought back to the origins in that spot, such that [it is where] the other bandage
is completed.
(Hippocrates, De Fracturis 4)

The language of this passage is a perfect example of the large number of terms that can
be used interchangeably to mean ‘bandage’ in a given context. The same is true of
bandages today, and we will commonly use various phrases such as dressing, covering, or
wrapping to all refer to the same treatment. In the Hippocratic realm, the term for linen
has been used as a stand-in for the bandage in general, and the term “ὀθόνια” does not
simply mean the linen fabric, but the functional use of that fabric as a dressing.
The use of a plaster type treatment also developed in the Hippocratic period, and
the text begins to relay recipes of how to create such treatments, some of which will be
discussed further in chapters 4 and 5. Totelin in her text on Hippocratic recipes accounts
for at least 88 instances of plaster recipes, although this list is split into two distinct
categories based on the specific vocabulary used (2009: 65). However, the specific
variations of these recipes, or even their locations, are not provided.
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Similar to the plaster is the “enaimon” or “enheme”, which Majno translates to
mean “drug for fresh wounds”. A recipe for this treatment can be found in the treatise
known as “On wounds” which is essentially a long list of ingredients mixed in equal parts,
then diluted with wine (Majno 1975:154). These recipes are not unique to the corpus, but
do get passed down to later medical writers, and are developed further in the Roman
period. The Hippocratic corpus laid the groundwork for instructional writing and
categorized wound care treatments, as it did for many other topics in medicine.

3.3.3. The Epigraphical Evidence from Asclepieia in Greece
The early medico-religious trition of Greece was centered in the sanctuary of
Asclepius at Epidaurus. Yet, despite many descriptions of care and surgery - bandages are
not known in the available inscriptions recognized as the Iamata, nor do they appear
visually in the large collections of anatomical votives from sites such as Corinth (LiDonicci
1995, Lang 1977). Yet, it is known that many important and useful treatments were
developed in this context, and Hippocrates himself was well respected in his time due to
his connection with the famed Asclepieion of Cos. While this type of treatment is not
attested in Epidaurus, it does find its way into the realm of Asclepius by way a Cretan
Inscription. Dated to the first century BCE -Inscriptiones Creticae I, xvii, no, 18 indicates
the use of a plaster in order to treat shoulder pain as a part of an Asclepi treatment plan
(Edelstein 1998: 253). The inscription describes a specific treatment prescribed for the
injured individual - Poplius Granius Rufus, and listed each ingredient and some brief
instructions for its preparation.

5

τ[οῦ δεξ]ιοῦ ὤµου χ[․․․․․]κ̣ους
κα[ὶ ․․․]ντος καὶ σύµ̣[παντο]ς ἀπο
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σ̣[․․․․․․]ο․ου ἀφορήτου[ς δόντος] ἀ[λ]γηδόνας ὁ [θε]ὸς ἐκέλευσέν µε π[ροσ]καρτερεῖν κ[αὶ ἔδ]ωκεν θεραπείαν·
ἄλευρον κρ[ίθινο]ν µετὰ παλαιοῦ οἴ[νου]
καταπλάσα[ντα κα]ὶ στρόβειλον λε[οτρι]βήσαντα µ[ετ’ ἐλαίο]υ ἐπιθεῖναι, ὁµ[οῦ δὲ]
σῦκον καὶ σ[τέαρ τρά?]γειον, εἶτα θήν[ιον],
πέπερι, κηρό[πισσον?] καὶ ἔλαιον συ[νεψή]
My right shoulder and […] all over from […] giving me unbearable pains, the god
ordered me to be confident in him and he gave me relief, and that (I should) apply
a plaster me up of barley and wheat meal mixed with old wine and d to it pinecone2
that's been grounded down with olive oil and at the same time a fig and goat's fat,
then milk, pepper, wax-pitch, and olive oil (boiled together?3) […]
(Inscriptiones Creticae, I, xvii, no. 18)

This inscription does falls in line with the paradigm set up and encouraged by the
Hippocratic texts. The instructional quality can be seen here, and thus was used in both
scientific and religious medical contexts. As this recipe comes from an inscription, it is
possible that this text was used as a kind of public service, allowing those who may have
similar symptoms but are unable to solicit the service of the temple themselves access to
care. It is known already that the Iamata functioned in a similar way (Baker 2013: 69-71),
and the recipe presented in this inscription may also add a new facet to the way Asclepia
were advertised in the ancient world.

3.3.4. Dioscorides
Detailed descriptions of bandages and plasters continue into the Roman period,
and the text known as De Materia Medica from the author Pedanius Dioscorides is an
from στρόβιλος - a descriptive noun formed from the verb στροβεω, but also possibly refers to either
pine or fir cones.
2

3

This reconstruction is derived from the passage available in Edelstein’s collection on Asclepius (1945).
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important source that discusses plasters and poultices in-depth (as well as bandages to a
lesser extent). This text was published sometimes in the 1st century CE in Greek with the
title “περὶ ὕλης ιατρικής”, most likely around 50-70 CE (Osbaldeston 2000). His work has
not received much attention in recent decades, and John Riddle has noted that “few
appreciate or understand his achievements” (1985: xvii). Yet, this text combines the
Hippocratic knowledge with contemporary Roman ideas to create one of the most
comprehensive discussions of pharmacological knowledge in the ancient world. It is also
generally correct. Yarnell and Touwaide have done an extensive survey looking to the
effectiveness and accuracy of the treatments described in this text, and it has been shown
that among the plants described as a diuretic, 53.3% were, in fact, accurate (2019: 20).
Considering the several thousand entries in this text, an assumed 50% accuracy rate is
quite good. This percentage excludes the 30% of entries from Dioscorides which have no
modern counterparts or are yet to be tested for diuretic qualities. Finally, this number was
only tested in diuretics, there may be other qualities which Dioscorides was better, or
worse, at identifying.
In general, when Dioscorides discusses applied treatments they are plant or metalbased and mainly of the plaster type. As such, he only discusses bandages directly twice once in Book 1 on Aromatics (1.111) and once in Book 5 (5.126). Despite these few
instances, they provide some insight into the nature of bandages by the Roman period.
Book one states how the bark of a tree, identified in the text as Ptelea (possibly the modern
hop tree or wafer ash), can be used in place of a bandage. Ptelea is described as “good for
leprosy and healing wounds; but especially the bark, if it is wrapped around like a
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bandage, for it is flexible like a girdle” (De Materia Medica 1.1114). Later in book 5, the
use of salt (ales) is used in treatment for crocodile bites “pounded into small pieces and
bound in a linen cloth dipped in vinegar, and then bound to the wounds with bandages”
(De Materia Medica 5.1265). In the second passage it is clear that linen is only considered
for its use in this treatment. Since linen is a man-made substance that required significant
processing which cannot be performed by the physicians (weaving) there is little interest
for Dioscorides to focus on linen bandages themselves. Overall, he is more interested in
other plant materials, and discusses countless plasters, ointments, and other treatments
for hundreds of different conditions.

3.3.5. Celsus
Contemporary with Dioscorides, Aulus Cornelius Celsus (1st century CE) wrote the
earliest Latin medical text preserved today which is known by the name De Medicina.
This text preserves several treatments which seemed to be in high fashion when it was
written around 40 CE. Celsus is largely concerned with diet, drugs, surgery and a broad
variety of other ailments and treatments (Piperno 1998). This text uses narrative
description of a treatment similar to the Hippocratic text, but along with categorical
reference sections such as section 5.19. There are at least two dozen other references to
medical plasters within this text, but in Book 5 he includes an entire passage dedicated
exclusively to the many different types of plasters available while listing their ingredients
and qualities (5.19). His list is extensive and includes not only some brief instructions on

4

Translation - Osbaldeston 2000: 110.

5

Translation - Osbaldeston 2000: 809.
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how to create each plaster but all the ingredients and measurements for each recipe. This
again points to the continued use of instruction as a writing paradigm within the medical
texts. It is certainly possible that a Roman physician might easily have kept note of this
page and returned to it frequently when plaster was required for a patient. This
instruction is much more detailed than that of the Hippocratic corpus, and one
explanation may be that Hippocratic authors were more focused on the instruction of
application rather than the instruction of creation, a gap which Celsus is able to fill with
a single document.
Plasters are the only treatments described in this section, indicating Celsus’
impressive knowledge of a wide variety of recipes. This is the best-preserved list of
plasters, and over 30 distinct recipes are described (Table 4.1). Not only does this list refer
to a variety of uses from bites to suppuration, but it also represents impacts from both
Greek and Egyptian medicine, refereeing equally to plasters attributed to various
individuals, and various places including Alexandria. One plaster is described as such:
Optimum ex his est quod barbarum vocatur. Habet aeruginis rasae P. III; spumae
argenti P. XX; aluminis, picis aridae, resinae pineae aridae, singulorum P. I; quibus
adiciuntur olei et aceti singulae heminae.
The best of these is the one which is called Barbarum. It uses rubbed copper rust
[12 grams], frothed silver, [80 grams]. Alum, dried pitch, dried pine-resin, a single
part [4-grams] each, to which in addition a single measure [250 cc] of oil and
vinegar are added.
(Celsus, De Medicina 5.19.1b)

The measurements listed in English here are based on the text available from the 1935
Loeb edition edited by Walter George Spencer, are proportional and are based on a unit
of 4 grams. The following table describes how the abbreviation P. (for Pondus - weight)
combined with a Roman numeral result in a measurement of 4 times the Roman numeral.
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Latin Text

English
Measurement

PI

4 grams

PII

8 grams

PX

40 grams

PXX

80 grams

Table 3.1. Latin measurements of weight in Celsus’ De Medicina

In some ways, this section of Celsus’ work may have acted as a type of reference
page, the reader could mark a particular page then refer back to one of the plasters
depending on the conditions. The collection of various mixtures, ingredients, and usage
on one page is on par with the categorized treatises of Hippocrates, but considerably
improved the functionality of this text to a new degree. Here the quality of the Greek “χρὴ
δ” transforms into the Latin “habet” with a similar introductory effect, although seems to
be used more in a catalogue context rather than as an addition to a larger narrative. The
impersonal verb in Latin which is akin to the English “to have, to contain” is geared more
toward the use of this passage as a standalone recipe rather than as single part of a larger
description associated with the treatment of an injury. In fact, the recipes from section
5.19 are rarely referencing any specific injury beyond a general category (bites, ulcers,
etc).

3.3.6 Pliny
Pliny the elder was an incredibly prolific writer, producing hundreds of pages of
texts. Yet, he is generally not necessarily considered a medical author, but he does write
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on a large variety of medical topics, including several books exclusively dedicated to
various ‘remedies’ from animals, plants, and even human material such as urine or hair
(Pliny, Natural Histories, Books 20-32). Pliny is also a curious figure in medical history
due to the variety of remedies which he describes, and the shock value inherent to many
of the remedies he described. Pliny is less regimented in his description compared to the
other authors, and offers more variations than his contemporaries. Several books list
ingredient list in close repetition, with fewer instructional verbs and more potential
alternatives than Dioscorides and Celsus. Yet, several of his recipes for plasters are
consistent with the descriptions from Hippocrates or Celsus. These recipes will be
discussed further in Chapter 4.

3.3.7 Galen
As the Roman empire progressed, so too did the depth of medical knowledge in the
roman world. One important Roman era author to consider is Galen, a physician working
during the reign of Marcus Aurelius. His collection of medical text is among the longest
corpuses available from the ancient world, and discusses bandages in a variety of contexts.
Most notable is the treatise dedicated to bandages, and Christine Salazar notes how “De
Fasciis” (On Bandages) is only one of two ancient texts dedicated exclusively to the
practice of bandaging. She also comments that this treatise “makes a distinction between
different types of bandages for different kinds of wounds” (2000: 52). This text is still
untranslated, and the most recent critical edition appears to still be the edition published
by Kuhn in 1821. Further study in this realm could focus on the contributions from Galen,
but the scope of this thesis could not expand to include his works in great detail.
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3.3.8. Non-medical texts which discuss wound care
Recipes for pain remedies can be found in non-medical realms, such as the mixture
of pennyroyal which Demeter requests after the loss of her daughter (Homeric hymn to
Demeter lines 208-209). This particular plant, pennyroyal, is known to be a strong
abortifacient when used correctly and is often used to help relieve stuck tissue following
a miscarriage (Fox 2020: 36). Poetry is not entirely void of medical knowledge, and
neither is history or other prose. We see mentions of wounds, bandages, and medical care
particularly in reference to battles or long-term war. Inclusion of injury, and then care,
add a sense of realism to these works, and offer an interesting commentary on the practice
of bandaging.
Perhaps the most well-known wound of mythology is the festering foot of
Philoctetes, described best in a theatrical rendition from the 5th century. The play by
Sophocles was first presented in 409 BCE, and is the only surviving version of the subject,
although it is known that other playwrights also tackled the character. The myth goes that
Philoctetes was bitten by a snake while walking on sacred ground, and so his wound
festered, smelled, and never healed. Sophocles wrote an entire narrative focused on the
predicament faced by Philoctetes after being abandoned alone without medical care by
the Greeks fighting in the trojan war, and how Odysseus is forced to return for him after
all. One moment in particular might provide an interesting commentary on the practice
of wound care, when Neoptolemus exclaims to Odysseus:
ἰοὺ ἰού: καὶ ταῦτά γ᾽ ἄλλα θάλπεται
ῥάκη, βαρείας του νοσηλείας πλέα.
Oh! Oh! And also, these rags are warm
Full of heavy pus from his wound
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(Sophocles, Philoctetes, 38-39)
From this description we can consider an interesting concept – what constituted a
bandage, and to what extent was a bandage different from any other strip of cloth? The
answer comes from its application. Here, a ῥάκος (Tattered garment, Rag) is utilized for
the care of a wound, and thus becomes a bandage. Medical practice can be incredibly
resourceful, and it is certainly possible that any potential linen cloth available could be
used as a bandage is the circumstances demanded it. The play certainly does not offer any
other useful medical advice, but it does reflect a sentiment of inability encountered by the
average person in the face of medical emergency. That is, the non-medical lay person
would be entirely unqualified to treat a wound, and certainly not a magical, incurable
wound. For the purpose of the narrative the divine is his salvation, a similar fate to the
wounded Telephos and later for the wounded Aeneas. Thus, in the non-medical literature
there is a clear appreciation for, but not glorification of, the knowledge medical
professionals possess in order to treat wounds.

3.4. Conclusions
The source material for bandages, plasters, and poultices are broadly varied in
nature. Some of the earliest detailed descriptions which could be considered recipes come
from the Hippocratic corpus in the 5th century BCE, such as treatments which use barley
and vinegar (Hanson 1999; Hippocrates On Head Wounds 14.1). Hippocrates also lays
the ground work for writing an instruction manual, and his recipes are masterfully woven
into the narrative of treatment itself. Many later writers adopt a similar style, using
introductory phrases to signify the oncoming recipe or other instructional description,
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although eventually preference moves into a more encyclopedic approach. This stylistic
approach is clear even in the work of Celsus six centuries later, who takes wound care and
places it within the context of encyclopedic knowledge through the creation of a multitude
of reference entries. Instruction remains at the forefront of these passages, and the goal
of the author is to provide as much information as the reader might require to successfully
produce some of these treatments, a quality which is tested in Chapter 5 through
experimental analysis.
The presence of treatment recipes within a classical medical treatise are indicators
that the passage of writing has an instructionally minded approach rather than a
theoretical one. Yet, this begs the question how much extra, or common, knowledge is
required for one to completely understand the instructions within a medical treatise? Was
there some knowledge that was assumed to be held by the practitioner reading the text?
By knowing the purpose of these materials and by understanding the goals of these
instructional materials we can gain a further understanding of why certain information
was included and begin to explore why other information was not. Regardless, instruction
was thoroughly considered by any medical author - and should be placed as the
paramount motivator behind the creation of many medical treatises. Certainly, other
motivations existed, and there is no shortage of non-instructional treatises - but in the
realm of wound care, instructing the reader and priming new physicians for a successful
intervention was of much greater interest than discussing the process of wound healing
for instance.
The medical world of the ancient Mediterranean is also not one-sided, and the
works of Hippocrates and other medical writers can only provide us limited information
about the non-Hippocratic and religious approaches to medicine. By the 1st century BCE,
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there are comprehensive inscriptions dedicated at the temple of Asclepius which describe
treatments, precedented by the Iamata of Epidaurus in the 4th century. Such inscriptions
clearly state the use of the treatments described, and express how plaster were a part of
the religious medical practice by at least the 1st century BCE (Edelstein 1998:253). The
variations on medical practice might have different approaches or philosophy, but they
all had to treat the same types of illnesses, wounds and traumas regardless of these
differences. An arrowhead is still an arrowhead, and a bite is still a bite, so it is logical that
we see a significant area of overlap among religious and scientific medical approaches.
Further study might address the variety of ingredients, and differences in the
description of preparation methods. There are also many non-digitized texts which could
not be searched for instances of discussions about plasters or bandages, but one
additional source which could be further addressed is the Roman author Galen. One
recipe is well known from his work, Olympic Victors Dark Oil, and the modern recreation
of this plaster will be discussed in the following chapter (Harrison 2012). Table 4.1 also
includes plaster recipes from Pliny, who is not necessarily considered an exclusively
medical author. However, he comments on a large variety of medical topics, including
several books exclusively dedicated to various ‘remedies’ from animals, plants, and even
human material such as urine or hair (Pliny, Historia Naturalis, Books 20-32). Yet, while
Pliny was writing on medical subjects, he was not working as a physician during his life.
His recipes also have a sense of shock value, with passages which read like sensationalized
versions of Dioscorides text. Celsus, Dioscorides, and perhaps Pliny reflect overlapping
perspectives on medicine in the 1st century BCE. There are some common threads, and
recipes which appear in variation through each text which speak to the interconnected
nature of medical theory, and those who wrote about it.
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Chapter 4: Ancient Plaster Recipes for Wound Care and
Experimental Replication
4.1. Introduction
In order to further our understanding of ancient wound care, a series of
experiments were created in order to test the materials known as ‘plasters’ which are
described by various medical authors. Descriptions of miscellaneous types of treatments
are often accompanied by recipes, and selected recipes were chosen as viable options for
re-creation by experiment. The central purpose of these experiments is not to determine
the impact of using a plaster on wounds themselves, but to provide researchers with more
information about consistency, color, drying time, flexibility, and other generally
qualitative values which are not expressed by the ancient texts. This experiment will help
scholars of ancient medicine further understand the logistics of preparing, placing, and
removing a plaster from the body. The following discussion considers whether a physician
might re-use a plaster once it has been formed, how long a plaster might remain
comfortably on the body, and the general qualities of the materials produced.
Determining the efficacy and qualities of ancient medical treatments is not a new
scholarly interest, and recent studies have moved toward experimental procedures in
order to better understand the cures laid out by the early medical writers. One such study
was performed in Copenhagen by Harrison, Hansen, and Bartels in order to reproduce a
substance known as “Olympic Victors Dark Ointment” (2012). This was a landmark paper
which proved the value of treatments described in early texts as viable options for pain
treatments, and confirm the possibility of recreating an ancient medical substance based
on textual evidence. While opium is a unique substance in a medical sense, it has
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remained relatively unchanged as a natural substance. As such, modern ingredients can
successfully replicate the materials which were available in the ancient world. Another
recent study from Yarnell and Touwaide (2019) has gone in a different, but parallel
direction. This article aimed to determine if the proposed diuretic qualities of various
botanicals listed by Dioscorides were correct, and proved that over half of the discussed
treatments do in fact have true diuretic properties, many of which are based on common
plants such as onion and garlic (Yarnell and Touwaide, 2019: 20). A similar perspective
has been undertaken by Nelson (2009), who considered the viability of contraceptive
treatments with much success. The study of medical recipes has also been of interest to
scholars, and approached as a genre of medical prose by Totelin (2009). These studies
have laid the groundwork for the current experiment, and show that it is both useful to
recreate ancient medical treatments, and that the medical qualities of various treatments
described by the ancient authors are most likely correct. Thus, it is safe to assume that an
experimental approach to the plasters is useful as a means to supplement the information
recorded by the ancient medical authors.

4.2. The Recipes for Plaster Treatment in Medical Texts
Table 4.1 gathers together the various instances of plaster recipes discussed in a
variety of texts. Although, this is certainly not an exhaustive list and many more hours of
detailed reading would be required to confirm every recipe is accounted for. The table lists
the author, date, purpose, and ingredients of each plaster, along with its location in the
text and a name of the plaster (if there is one associated). Ingredients vary from natural
materials from plants or animals, to what we might consider byproducts of industrial
production. Some of the most common ingredients include grain meals such as barley,
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wine, and beeswax. The uses of these plasters are entirely inconsistent, and rather they
seem to be grouped together because of their application or consistency. The recipes
included in Table 4.1 represent plasters which performed at least 30 distinct functions,
and some of the most common seem to be the treatment of bites or head wounds. The
later constituted an entire subsection of plasters according to Celsus, and such plasters
likely had some unique qualities. From this exploration, a selected number of plasters
were chosen for their ability to be recreated in a modern context, and the chosen recipes
are highlighted in yellow.
Author

Date

Source

Type / Purpose

Name

Ingredients

1.

Hippocrates

5th c.
BCE

Old Ulcers

Honey, ground Melilot flower

2.

Hippocrates

5th c.
BCE

Head wounds

Barley, vinegar

3.

Hippocrates

Broken bone

Cerate, pitch, white cerate

4.

Unknown

5th c.
BCE
1st c.
BCE

De
Ulceribus,
11
De Capitis
Vulneribus,
14.1, 14.6
De Fracturis
26
Inscriptiones
Creticae, I,
xvii, no 18

Pain relief

Barley meal, wheat meal, aged wine,
ground pine cone, olive oil, fig, goat’s fat,
milk pepper, wax

Celsus, De Medicina 1st c. CE
5.

5.19.1b

Open wounds

Barbarum

Rubbed copper rust, frothed silver, alum,
dried pitch, dried pine resin, oil, vinegar

6.

5.19.2

Open wounds

Coacon

Litharge, dried pitch resin, oil (bitumen?),
verdegris, copper scales, minium, white
lead

7.

5.19.3

Unstated

Basilicon

All heal, galbanum, pitch resin, oil

8.

5.19.4

Unstated

Smaragdinus

Pine resin, wax, verdigris, frankincense
soot, oil, vinegar

9.

5.19.5

Bringing wounds to a
scar

10.

5.19.6

Agglutinates wounds

Rhaptousa

Bitumen, split alum, litharge, old oil

11.

5.19.7

Head wounds

Cephalica of
Philotas

Eretrian earth, chalcitis, myrrh, calcined
copper, isinglass, scraped verdigris, round
alum,
crude
antimony
sulphide,
aristolochia,
copper
scales,
male
frankincense, wax, rose oil, bitter olive oil,
vinegar

Incense, resin, copper scales, litharge, wax
oil
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12.

5.19.8

Head wounds

13.

5.19.9

Supperation

Tetrapharmacon

14.

5.19.10

Supperation / cleaning
wounds

Enneapharmacum

Wax, honey, suet, resin, myrrh, rose oil,
deer or calf or ox marrow, oesypum,
butter,

15.

5.19.11a

Dual
(unknown)

Plaster of Attalus

Copper scales, frankincense soot,
ammoniacum, liquid turpentine, bull suet,
vinegar, oil

16.

5.19.11b

Head wounds

Iudaeus

17.

5.19.12

Epispastic

Dia daphnidon

Salt, red copper scales, calcined copper,
ammoniacum, frankincense soot, dried
resin, colophon resin, wax, prepared calf
suet, vinegar, oil
Terebinth resin, soda, wax, dried pitch,
laurel berries, oil

18.

5.19.13

Suppuration

19.

5.19.14

Suppuration

Philocrates

Ammoniac salt, aristolochia,
turpentine resin, frankincense
litharge, iris, galbanum

20.

5.19.15

Extractive

Rhypodes

21.

5.19.16

Extractive

Plaster of
Hecataeus

Myrrh, crocus, iris, propolis, bdellium,
pomegranate heads, alum (both split and
round) antimony sulphide, copper ore,
boiled blacking, all-heal, ammoniacum
salt, mistletoe juice, aristolochia, copper
scales, turpentine resin, wax, or he-goat
suet
Galbanum, frankincense soot, pitch, wax,
turpentine resin, iris ointment

22.

5.19.17

Extractive

Green
Alexandrian
plaster

Split alum, ammoniac salt, copper scales,
myrrh, frankincense, wax, colophon or
pine resin, oil, vinegar

23.

5.19.18

Eats away the flesh

Septa

Turpentine resin, frankincense soot,
copper scales, ladanum, alum, litharge

24.

5.19.19

Exfoliation of bone,
Eats away the flesh

25.

5.19.20

Bites

purpose

Calcined copper, copper scales, myrrh,
isinglass, antimony sulphide, scraped
verdigris, aristolochia, alum, wax, oil,
vinegar
Wax, pitch, resin, bull's suet, (or veal suet)

Calf suet, ammoniacum, pitch, wax, soda,
laurel berries, dried resin, aristolochia,
pellitory,

Black paste of
Diogenes

wax,
soot,

Litharge, copper scales, unheated soda,
assos stone, aristolochia, wax, turpentine,
incense, old oil, blacking, ammonia salt,
scraped verdigris, vinegar of squills,
aminaean wine
Bitumen, wax, dried pine resin, litharge,
oil
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26.

5.19.20

Bites

27.

5.19.21

Bites

28.

5.19.22

Bites

29.

5.19.23

Wounds, elderly care

30.

5.19.24

31.

Ephesian

Copper scales, white lead, scraped
verdigris, ammoniacum, wax, pine resin,
litharge, oil,
Turpentine resin, galbanum, sinope,
frankincense soot, wax, litharge, old olive
oil
Copper scales, frankincense soot,
galbanum, ammoniac salt, wax, olive oil
White lead, calf’s suet, wax, olive oil

Wound care (general)

Soothing white
plaster, Leuca
Ivory plaster

5.19.25

Soothing

Liparae

Minium, litharge, wax, lard, egg yolk

32.

5.19.26

Soothing

33.

5.19.27

Soothing

34.

5.19.28

Soothing

Litharge, wax, lard, egg yolk, rose oil

35.

5.19.28

Cerate

Myrtle oil, lard, lead slag

36.

5.19.28

Cerate

Litharge, olive oil, sea water, wax

37.

5.19.28

Cerate

Wax, suet, antimony sulphide, litharge,
white lead

38.

5.27

Bites

Catnip, salt, honey

39.

5.27

Bites

Barley meal, vinegar

40.

7.12

Dental care

Flour, fig

White lead, wax, olive oil, water
Wax, turpentine resin, white lead, litharge,
lead -slag, castor oil. Myrtle oil

Archagathus

Boiled antimony sulphide, calcined
copper, boiled white lead, turpentine resin,
litharge

Dioscorides, De Materia Medica 1st c. CE
41.

1.1

Headaches

Iris, Vinegar, Rosaceum

42.

1.1

Bone treatment

Iris, Honey

43.

1.18

44.

1.81

Head
wounds
extractive
Ulcers

45.

1.86

Anti-inflamitory

Pine leaves

46.

1.101

Gout

47.

1.102

Wound care (general)

Bitumen, barley meal, wax, potassium
nitrate
Cyprus leaves

48.

1.111

Wound care (general)

Ptelea (hop tree or wafer ash?), vinegar

49.

1.147

Rous (tanning Sumach), water

50.

1.147

Anti-inflammatory /
prevents “blueness” of
wounds
Gangrene

51.

1.185

Leprosy

Leaves and branches of the black fig

52.

1.185

Dog bites

Fig, honey

/

Balsamon, Dried Iris,
Libanon Thus, linen dipped in milk

Rous (tanning Sumach), vinegar or honey
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53.

2.107

54.

2.108

Leprosy
/
inflammatory
Leprosy

anti

Bran, sharp vinegar

55.

2.193

Leprosy

Strouthion, polenta, vinegar

56.

2.193

Anti-inflammatory

Strouthion, barley meal, wine

57.

3.48

Anti-inflammatory

Melilotus, passum, OR egg yolk, OR
fenugreek, hemp seed, wheat flour, heads
of poppies, OR intybus

58.

3.102

Head wounds

59.

5.126

Venomous insect bites

Salt, linen bandage

Sharp vinegar, crithe Barley meal

Fish glue

Intestines of a whale fish

Pliny¸ Historia Naturalis, 1st c. CE
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20.61

Wound care (general)

Cunila Bubula, wine

61.

21.83

Extractive

Red iris, honey

62.

22.55

Swelling in the Groin

White wax

63.

28.70

Sprains

Wild boar’s dung, swine’s dung, calves
dung, wild boars foam, vinegar, goats
dung, honey, raw beef

64.

Stops bleeding / open
and head wounds
Dog bites

Spider web, oil, vinegar
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29.36,
114
32.17

66.

34.46

wound cleansing

67.

35.51

Pain Relief

IV. 531. b

Pain relief

68.

Galen

2nd C.
CE

Salt fish
Wet plater Hygremplastrum

Iron scale, pitch, cimolian chalk, pounded
copper, wax, oil, sometimes certate
Bitumen, vinegar, barley meal

Olympic Victors
Dark Ointment

Zinc spar/smithsonite, gum Arabic,
antimony, saffron, myrrh, mastix, zinc
oxide, frankincense, opium, aloe vera,
beaten egg

Table 4.1. Plaster recipes from Greco-Roman medical texts from 5th century BCE – 2nd Century CE.

4.3. Plaster Recipes Chosen for Experimental Replication
4.3.1. Plaster #1: Barley and Vinegar (Hippocrates - 5th century BCE)
The first recipe selected for experimentation was a mixture of barley meal boiled with
vinegar. This mixture was chosen because variations of this recipe can be found in the
texts of multiple medical authors. The use of barley in a medical setting first appears in
the Ebers papyrus, where a variety of different remedies include the use of barley and
other fermented materials such as a type of beer (Ebers papyrus 130: 30, 4 – 30, 6). The
Hippocratic text from 5th century BCE Greece develops the use of barley further, and
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describes its use in a very specific context- head wounds. Found in the treatise known as
On Head Wounds, the short description reads as such:
ἔπειτα διαµοτῶσαι τὸ ἕλκος πᾶν µοτῷ, ὅστις εὐρύτατον τὸ ἕλκος παρέξει ἐς τὴν
ὑστεραίην σὺν ἐλαχίστῳ πόνῳ: µοτώσαντα δὲ χρὴ καταπλάσµατι χρῆσθαι, ὅσον ἂν
περ χρόνον καὶ τῷ µοτῷ, µάζῃ ἐκ λεπτῶν ἀλφίτων, ἐν ὄξει δὲ µάσσειν, ἕψειν δὲ καὶ
γλίσχρην ποιεῖν ὡς µάλιστα.6
“Next, one should pack the entire wound with lint (shredded linen), which will hold
the wound at the widest point until the following day with the least pain, it is
necessary to use as a plaster, with the lint packing for the same amount of time, a
barley cake from the refined meal of pearled (husked) barley groats. And, it is
necessary to thoroughly knead the meal into a dough in wine vinegar and boil it
and also make it as sticky as possible.”
(Hippocrates, On Head Wounds 14.1)
The use of barley boiled with vinegar also appears in a separate context within the work
of the Roman author Celsus, who suggests using a similar plaster for the bite of the
chelydrus – possibly a type of eel or turtle. Although in this specific context, the mixture
is presented as an alternative treatment to the use of goats’ dung (Celsius, De Medicina
5.27). Barley is also mentioned as a combination with vinegar in other remedies described
by Pliny, and Dioscorides. Thus, Barely can be considered a common ingredient in
medical recipes, used in both applied and ingested treatments. The barely grain is also
relatively unchanged since the time of its cultivation, and as such provides a good option
for modern recreation.
The recipes from later medical authors such as Celsus and Dioscorides will
sometimes include a third, or fourth ingredient, a practice known as polypharmacy which
was active since the earliest schools of medicine including the Cnidian school of thought

6

Greek text from Hanson’s 1999 Corpus Medicorum Graecorum edition of On Head Wounds
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(Totelin 2009: 23). In Pliny's Natural History, bitumen (the mineral base for asphalt) is
added to the mixture, and in Dioscorides' De Materia Medica many variants including
wine, oil, and other base ingredients are utilized for wound remedies. The simple
combination of barley boiled in vinegar is the central mixture upon which other
ingredients may be added, and more complicated recipes might be developed.
Consideration for how to combine the ingredients was derived from the description laid
out by Hippocrates in On Head Wounds. The author describes the creation of a “cake” or
µὰζη - which is created by boiling the ingredients together, creating a product which is
highly ‘glutinous’. From this description, it is implied the plasters were formed as a
homogenous substance, and no attempt to separate or cut the plaster was made. All the
plasters from Test #1 were formed using this method, and the only difference was the
ratio of ingredients used.

4.3.2. Plaster #2: Elephantine Plaster (Celsus – 1st Century CE)
The next recipe chosen comes from the detailed section of Celsus’ De Medicina 5.19
which describes the ingredients, measurements, and qualities of various plasters available
and known in 1st century CE Rome. Numerous plasters receive name designations, and
most are listed with specific measurements (Table 4.1). It would be possible to recreate
several of the recipes listed in section 5.19, however this recipe was chosen due to its
relative simplicity (use of 4 ingredients versus 6+) and the availability of each ingredient
from modern vendors.
Aliud quod habet cerussae P. XX; cerae P. XXXV, olei heminam, aquae sextari
um. Quae quotiens adiciuntur cerussae bl spumae argenti, scire licet illa ex his
coquenda esse. Est autem ea percandida compositio quae supra posita est, id
eoque elephantine nominatur.
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Another of which has 80 grams of white lead, 140 grams of beeswax, a hemina
(250 cc.) of olive oil, a sextarius (500 cc.) of water. Whenever any amounts are
added to white lead or litharge, of course, those materials must be boiled up in
this (the liquids). But, the composition, which is placed above, has a strong
white appearance, and for that reason it is called ivory/elephantine plaster.
(Celsus, De Medicina 5.19.24)
4.3.3. Plaster #3: Melilot Flower and Honey (Hippocrates - 5th century BCE)
The third plaster which was chosen for testing was also found in Hippocrates (On
Wounds), although many other variations of recipes using honey were found in the works
of Dioscorides (De Materia Medica 1.39, 1.79, 2.98, 2.101, 2.144). The base plaster is
described in a treatise on ulcers, and is a relatively simple recipe compared to some of
those described in later texts. To create the plaster, the physician must simply mix
together honey and the flower of the melilot plant, a type of clover which grows wild all
over the Mediterranean.
τῶν παλαιῶν ἑλκέων τῶν ἐν τοῖσιν ἀντικνηµίοισι γινοµένων, αἱµατώδεα δέ ποι
γίνεται καὶ µέλανα: µελιλώτου ἄνθος τρίψας, µέλιτι φυρῶν, ἐπιπλάστῳ χρῆσθαι.7
For old wounds which happen on that front part of the leg, and also have become
bloody and black, it is necessary, having ground down the flower of the melilot
plant, then mixing it with honey, use it as a plaster.
(Hippocrates, De Ulceribus 198)
This plant can be useful for a variety of medical needs, and can be prepared with many
different materials depending on the intended use (Dioscorides, De Materia Medica
3.48). The melilot flower, which grew all around Athens, was a readily available

7

Greek text from Littré 1839.

There is a technical error in the available translations (particularly those which are web based), and this
section of Greek is translated under section 11, but the Greek can be found as section 19.
8
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biomaterial that was well respected in the medical tradition, as use continued from the 5th
century BCE tradition of Hippocrates all the way to the 1st century CE when Dioscorides
was recording his herbal. In the Hippocratic text, the mixture is used for ulcers, and it is
particularly stated that the treatment was best for ‘old wounds’ (τῶν παλαιῶν ἑλκέων).
Other uses for melilot are also given in the same passage, including a mixture for nerves,
all likely to reduce inflammation or pain. Honey also has many important medical
qualities, and was generally readily available along with being easy to acquire (compared
to foreign plants or rare earth mineral for example). Medically, honey is well known for
its uses in restorative treatments, and is still used in both professional and holistic settings
regularly (Molan 2001). Such a simple recipe would have been easy to remember, and
easy to replicate.

4.3.4. Plaster #4: Pain Plaster (Inscriptiones Creticae)
The fourth plaster which was tested comes from an inscription dedicated to the
god Asclepius that described the treatment provided to Poplius Granius Rufus in order to
relieve pain he was feeling in his shoulder (Edelstein 1945: 253). The inscription is mostly
a list of ingredients, with no measurements preserved. There are several large lacunae in
this inscription, and a considerable amount was reconstructed (seemingly) successfully
by Edelstein, (1945: 253). Some of the ingredients are well known for their medical use
(such as barley considered above), and reveal a tradition of plant-based medicine also
evident in the Hippocratic texts. The inscription shows an integration of Hippocratic ideas
with the Asclepiad cult by at least the 1st century BCE, but was certainly present for many
prior centuries.
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τ[οῦ δεξ]ιοῦ ὤµου χ[․․․․․]κ̣ους
5 κα[ὶ ․․․]ντος καὶ σύµ̣[παντο]ς ἀπο
σ̣[․․․․․․]ο․ου ἀφορήτου[ς δόντος] ἀ[λ]γηδόνας ὁ [θε]ὸς ἐκέλευσέν µε π[ροσ]καρτερεῖν κ[αὶ ἔδ]ωκεν θεραπείαν·
ἄλευρον κρ[ίθινο]ν µετὰ παλαιοῦ οἴ[νου]
10 καταπλάσα[ντα κα]ὶ στρόβειλον λε[οτρι]βήσαντα µ[ετ’ ἐλαίο]υ ἐπιθεῖναι, ὁµ[οῦ δὲ]
σῦκον καὶ σ[τέαρ τρά?]γειον, εἶτα θήν[ιον],
πέπερι, κηρό[πισσον?] καὶ ἔλαιον συ[νεψή]My right shoulder and […] all over from […] giving me unbearable pains, the god
ordered me to be confident in him and he gave me relief. I should apply a plaster
made up of barley and wheat meal mixed with old wine and add to it pine cone
that's been grounded down with olive oil and at the same time a fig and goat’s fat,
then milk, pepper, wax-pitch, and olive oil (boiled together) […]
(Inscriptiones Creticae, I, xvii, no. 18)
4.4. Materials and Methods
The process of recreating the plaster recipes also requires careful preparation of
ingredients and prep materials. A small metal pot and metal spoon were chosen as the
heating / mixing vessel and utensil. The ingredients used for the recipes were sourced
from various local and web-based vendors, who were evaluated for good quality and
consistency in product. Where possible, preference was given to ingredients produced in
the Mediterranean area (marked with an Asterix in Table 4.3), however ‘staple’
ingredients such as barley and wheat were purchased from US based producers. The
variety of sources for the ingredients in these experiments could lead to some degree of
error.
PLASTER #1
Hippocrates
Barley
Vinegar*

Test #1-1

Test #1-2

Test #1-3

Test #1-4

50g
50g

25g
25g

25g
50g

25g
75g
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PLASTER #2
Celsus
White lead
Beeswax
Olive oil*
Water

Test #2-1

PLASTER #3
Hippocrates
Honey *
Melilot flower

Test #3-1

PLASTER #4
I.C.
Barley
Wheat
Aged wine *
Ground
Pine-cone
Olive oil*
Fig
Goat’s fat
Milk
Pepper
Beeswax

Test #4-1

80 g
140 g
250 cc
500 cc

15g
15g

Test #2-2
80 g
140 g
250cc
500 cc
Test #3-2
30g
15g

Test #2-3
80 g
140 g
250cc
500 cc

Test #2-4
80 g
140 g
250cc
500 cc

Test #3-3
45g
15g

15g
15g
30g
15g
15g
15g
15g
15g
15g
15g
Table 4.3. Measurements used for plaster tests

Specific measurements were included by Celsus for some other plasters (most of
section 5.19 include relatively specific amounts), yet the description of some plasters, such
as the barley vinegar plaster, lacked this information. Some plaster recipes within Celsus
do describe the combination of ingredients “in equal measure” - and when the
Hippocratic text does not include information on proportion, a 1:1 by weight ratio was
chosen as the base unit. In light of this, for Tests #1 and #3, different trials were
performed with varying amounts of ingredients, and the specific measurements are
presented in Table 4.3.
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When all the mixtures were thoroughly combined according to the text’s
instructions, the prepared plaster was spread out onto a silicone pad and shaped into a
small rectangle, if possible. The silicone pads meant to simulate human skin. The silicone
pads are 5mm thick and 6 x 8 inches. These pads were left entirely intact and no artificial
‘wound’ was attempted. It should be noted that there are some flaws in the similarity of
these pads to human skin. Mainly the considerable lack of texture, body hair, or actual
wounds (in reality human flesh would present with multiple textures and organic
material, such as blood, tissue, and possibly bone). The plasters were then observed at
intervals of 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 24 hours, and 48 hours.
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Chapter 5: The Experimental Sessions
The experiments described here were undertaken at the Lab for Traditional
Technologies (LTT) at the University of Arizona in Tucson, AZ. Experiments were
performed in March 2022; the barley/vinegar recipes were tested in the LTT on Friday
3/4, and the remaining recipes on Tuesday 3/22. Upon entering the LTT materials and
ingredients were gathered and set up for use. The following describes the process of
creating each plaster, the qualitative results, and an image of the final result.

5.1. Plaster #1: (Hippocrates) Results (Figures 5.1-5.4)
5.1.1. Test #1-1: For the first test, Barley meal and red-wine vinegar were weighed out in
an equal 1:1 ratio of 50 grams each, and then combined over heat. The barley and vinegar
were added into a small metal pot placed over an electric hot plate. Both ingredients were
added at the same time, and they combined easily, and much of the barley was quickly
dissolved into the vinegar, with the resulting dough showing few uncombined granules of
barley. The plaster was easy to handle, and created a cohesive patch which could be easily
shaped by the physician. The substance cooled relatively quickly, and was easily handled
with unprotected hands, however once cool to the touch the plaster remained slightly
warm for about an hour. The plaster was not sticky to the touch; however, it might stick
to human skin better under natural conditions, which would include hair and the wound
itself.
After 1 hour the plaster began to harden considerably, and showed cracks on the
outer surface of the patch (Figure 5.1). However, the underside of the patch was still soft
and remained damp and felt cool to the touch. After 12 hours the plaster continued to
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harden, and the color became slightly lighter. The cracks which had begun to develop at
hour one continued to deepen, but the plaster could still be handled as a cohesive unit,
and the bottom still remained soft, although an outer edge has begun to develop. After 24
hours, the cracks continued to deepen and the outer crust hardened considerably. The
underside still retained some softness, although it had dried slightly. These trends
continued through to 48 hours, and the plaster still retained enough structural integrity
to be moved and handled as needed (Figure 5.2).

5.1.2. Test #1-2: Once a successful product was established with equal proportions of
barley and vinegar, and it was clear from the first test that increasing the ratio of barley
meal would not result in a successful plaster. However, the potential for a useable product
was possible with increased ratios of vinegar, and so the final tests the ratio of vinegar
was increased by one. For this test, one ‘part’ was designated as 25 grams, so Test #1-3
utilized 50 grams of vinegar. The vinegar was also heated before adding the barley in this
test, which allowed the vinegar time to rise in temperature significantly more than in Test
#1-1. The barley was added when the vinegar began to boil, and again the meal
incorporated into the vinegar quickly, and there were significantly fewer unincorporated
granules of barley than Test #1-1. This plaster was significantly stickier than Test #1-1 but
was no more difficult to place and shape on the silicone pad. Once the plaster cooled
slightly, it was discovered that this test was more pliable and could be manipulated and
curved easily. The plaster would retain some of this curve when released, although it could
be easily flattened (Figure 5.1).
After 24 hours, the plaster was leather hard on the outer side, however it retained
some moisture on the side in contact with the silicone. This was similar to Test #1-1,
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although this test did retain more moisture. This test remained flexible as well and
showed fewer cracks over time. While Tests #1-1 and #1-2 showed cracking all over the
entire exterior surface, Test #1-3 only shows consistent cracking around the outer edge,
and one large crack in the center. After 48 hours the plaster did show one crack, although
significantly smaller than the cracks in text 1-1 and 1-2 (Figure 5.2).

5.1.3. Test #1-3: In order to test the importance of using fine barley meal, a rougher grind
meal from hulled barley was also tested with vinegar. This test produced a strong
confirmation that finely ground pearl barley was likely the flour of choice, and any
granular pieces which remained unground were not incorporated into the dough well.
This plaster was considerably less glutinous, and rougher in texture (Figure 5.1). The
bottom remained slightly soft throughout the observation period, similar to Test #1-1,
however this plaster dried drastically faster and became significantly stiffer than the fine
meal test.

5.1.4. Test #1-4: The final experiment of Test #1 increased the ratio of vinegar even
further, where 75 grams of vinegar was boiled with 25 grams of barley flour. In this test
the vinegar was again allowed to come to a boil before the barley was added, and then the
mixture was stirred until it come together. This process took much longer than the other
tests, and the resulting plaster was much more difficult to manipulate. The plaster formed
similarly to how Pâte à Choux pastry dough would form, beginning at first unincorporated
but progressively gaining a more coherent substance. This mixture was again much
stickier, and there were no visible granules of barley which were unincorporated. The
plaster still maintained a homogenous mix, although it would easily lose material if not
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worked gently. After an hour, this plaster was easily handle-able in the same manner as
the other tests, but the mixture was much softer and squishier than previous tests.
After one hour this plaster remained very soft, and free of cracks (Figure 5.1). The
exterior surface of the plaster has cooled and began to form a rough skin, but the interior
side retained some warmth and appeared to have the same coloring/texture as when it
was placed. The plaster could be moved as a singular object, but did not retain its position
when manipulated as in Test #1-3. After 24 hours, the plaster had formed a considerable
skin on the exterior surface, and felt like a solid surface rather than the spongy material
of the day prior. Unfortunately, specific measures of the plaster at the first hour were not
taken, but it could be seen that the plaster had shrunk in size. This plaster also did not
form the cracks which were found in the other tests by this time, and the bottom retained
the same consistency as when it was placed. The interior of the plaster began to form a
ring around the edge, which connected with the external surface (Figure 3.3).
After 48 hours, this plaster was the only one to retain a significant area of moisture
on the interior surface, and the consistency of this portion of material was unchanged
from the first hour. The color was much darker on the external surface, and the surface
was rough and solid to the touch with no give (Figure 3.2). The hardened ring around the
internal surface also showed significant development, and was much thicker at this time.
Continued loss of mass was also observed, although the specific amount is undetermined.
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Figure 5.1. Test #1 plasters at 1-hour post-production.
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Figure 5.2. Test #1 plasters at 48 hours post – production.
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Figure 5.3. Test #1-4 at 24 hours post – production (interior surface)

Figure 5.4. Test #1-4 at 48 hours post – production (interior surface).
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5.2 Plaster #2 (Celsus) Results (Figures 5.5-5.8)
5.2.1. Test #2-1: Based on the written instructions and measures, the required ingredients
(lead, beeswax, olive oil, and water) were prepared in the quantities specified by Celsus
using a Mettler scale for the dry ingredients and glass beakers for the wet ingredients. The
Latin emphasizes how the drugs should be placed into the liquids, and not the other way
around, and then allowed to cook. The liquid ingredients were brought to a boil over
medium heat, then the beeswax was added. This decision was made as it allowed the wax
to melt and essentially become a liquid, allowing the lead to be easily added into all liquids
together. Once the oil, water, and wax reached boiling again, the lead was added into the
pot.
This mixture was allowed to cook for several minutes, and after this point it did not
appear to change in structure or consistency and the plaster mix was removed from the
heat. At this point, almost a full liter of substance was produced. The material was very
thin, with a water like consistency. One sample was taken and placed on a silicone pad,
and labeled Test #2-1 (Figure 5.5). This sample was incredibly difficult to manage, and
was not easily placed on the pad. The mixture was full of small bubbles, and extremely
thin. It determined later that the bubbles were actually the water from the mixture, which
had not combined completely with the wax and oil. Logically, this did not happen due to
the chemical bonding issues between water and oil. It is also unlikely that this was simply
the result of incorrect cooking length or measurement, as no amount of cooking would
combine water and oil/wax into a cohesive substance. What is possible is that the mixture
was meant to boil until all of the water had evaporated, leaving behind only the wax
mixture. However, this was not attempted during the experiment.
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After 24 hours, most of the water bubbles had broken or come to the surface, where
it was possible to break the ultra-thin layer of wax coating the bubble and release the
water. Some moisture remained, but the plaster was relatively dry to the touch. Due to
how thin a layer the plaster was, it was not possible to observe the interior surface,
however it was clear that the plaster did not retain the same consistency and stickiness as
the day before.

Figure 5.5. Ivory plaster sample from Test #1-1 (immediately after preparation).
After 48 hours, much of the water had evaporated, and left behind only small
amounts of moisture. The plaster had begun to show some very small cracks in a few
areas, but no significant changes were observed.

5.2.2. Test #2-2: Due to the heat, other samples for this test were pulled at various times
in the cooling process. The second sample was pulled from the remains of the mixture
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stuck on the bottom of the pot once the substance had been removed, labeled sample 22. This sample was collected and placed on the silicone pad immediately after the mixture
was transferred from the pot into a secondary container to cool. The color of this sample
was a brighter white, and likely exposes how the lead does not easily integrate with the oil
and wax, and a significant portion seemed to be left at the bottom of the pot. This plaster
did not change in color or consistency over the 48-hour observation period.

5.2.3 Test #2-3: After the mixture was allowed to cool for one hour, a second sample was
collected and placed on a silicone pad, labeled Test #2-3 (Figure 3.6). This sample showed
how hydrophobic the mixture truly was, as the mixture had begun to separate and form a
hard shell on the top of the storage container, while the water separated out and rested
below. The sample was taken from the upper layer, and formed a cohesive product which
could be easily spread onto the silicone pad. This substance was not holdable in the same
manner as the barley cakes, but did maintain its position on the silicone pad once placed,
and the pad could be moved and turned over without the plaster falling off. This mixture
also did not have any of the bubble perceived in the first sample, and the color was very
clearly ‘ivory’ as described in the text.
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Figure 5.6. Ivory plaster from Test #2-3 (cooled for one hour).

5.2.4 Test #2-4: A final sample was taken after the mixture was allowed to cool for two
hours. The large container again showed signs of significant product separation, and the
water appeared almost clear as it was removed from the mixture. This sample was
designated as Test #2-4, and placed on the silicone pad (Figure 5.7). This sample showed
some more development in the product, as it was slightly drier and cooler at this point.
However, it was still easily spreadable and stuck to the silicone effortlessly. The color of
this sample was also a strong ivory tone.
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Figure 5.7. Ivory plaster from Test #2-4 (cooled for 2 hours).

One other aspect is the size of the sample, which produced nearly an entire liter of
product. It was decided that the mixture would need to be stored, as this recipe created
significantly more product than one might need for a singular wound (Figure 5.8). A
significant portion of the product was relatively clear water, and the wax, lead, and oil
mixture coagulated within or on top of it. This coagulated material was removed from the
water and placed in a separate container. Without the water, the amount of the product
dropped to about 500 cc, and the remaining plaster was kept sealed in a plastic container
and also observed over the 48-hour period. During this time, it continued to expel water
and condense into a firmer waxy product. At 24 hours, the product was still malleable and
spreadable, and the consistency was similar to paste. The same was true at 48 hours, and
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it is likely that in a properly sealed container this treatment would remain useable for at
least several days, if not longer.

Figure 5.8. Ivory plaster immediately after it was transferred into a container for cooling.

5.3 Plaster #3 (Hippocrates) Results (Figures 5.9-5.11)
5.3.1 Test #3-1: The honey and melilot recipe was the easiest plaster to form, requiring no
cooking methods and essentially just a combination of the two ingredients together. The
recipe is from Hippocrates, and as such does not include specific measurements, so the
same process was utilized for the proportions of the ingredients as in Test #1. The
ingredients were sourced from organic and natural suppliers, and the melilot was
purchased in a powdered form. A base amount of 15 grams was chosen, and the same
amount of honey was added to the melilot powder. This proportion proved to be unusable,
as there was significant amount of dry melilot which remained unincorporated into the
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honey. This version was not placed on a silicone pad, but was instead used as a base and
the next measure of honey was added into it.

Figure 5.9. Honey and Melilot mixture from Test #3-1.

5.3.2. Test #3-2: The next proportion was 2 parts honey: 1-part melilot. The melilot
remained at the same weight, but 15 more grams of honey was added to the initial mixture
from Test #3-1. This again did not completely incorporate the melilot, and a significant
amount of dry powder remained separate from the plaster. It was possible to see that a
useable substance was forming, however it was still too dry to spread onto a silicone pad
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(and therefore not useable on a wound either). The same decision as Test #3-1 was made
and more honey was into the same mixture for the next section of the test.

Figure 5.10. Honey and Melilot mixture from Test #3-2.

5.3.3. Test #3-3: The final proportion tested was 3 parts honey to 1-part melilot. 15 more
grams of honey was added to the mixture, with the result that 45 grams of honey was
incorporated into 15 grams of melilot powder. This produced a useable mixture, which
remained homogenous and could be spread onto the silicone pad similar to a thick paste.
The mixture was incredibly sticky, as the base liquid of honey did not drastically alter in
consistency when added to the melilot. The plaster was a soft sage green, and it was
possible to see the small pieces of plant material suspended in the plaster.
After 24 hours, the mixture remained considerably sticky, and would stick to
anything which touched it for longer than a brief moment. It was possible to lightly brush
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the surface of the plaster without acquiring any stickiness on the tip of the finger, however
anything longer or more intense than a light touch would leave behind a sticky green
residue. The mixture had no problem adhering to the silicone, and the mixture could even
be turned upside down with no issues. Unlike the easily moveable barley plasters, this
mixture would require water to remove from the skin.

Figure 5.11. Honey and melilot plaster from Test #3-3.

5.4. Plaster #4 (Inscriptiones Creticae) Results (Figures 5.12-5.13)
5.4.1. Test #4-1: The final plaster for experimentation was the more complex recipe from
Crete. Each portion of the recipe were prepared as closely to the instructions as possible,
although some decisions regarding length of time to heat and methods had to be made
independently. The inscription implies a three-step preparation, where groups of
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ingredients are combined in various ways, and the mixture was prepared following these
instructions as closely as possible. In many places the form of an ingredient was qualified
by the text (ground, boiled), but in places where this was unclear it was decided to use
ground ingredients in order to give the plaster its best chance for a cohesive product. The
mixture of barley, wheat, and wine was not heated, although it was heated when placed
with the other ingredients, namely the fig/fat/wax mixture. It was clear that some of the
ingredients listed were performing different duties within the plaster, however due to the
lack of measurements it was difficult to tell exactly to what extent the plaster was
successful. This plaster did not form together in the same way as the pure barely cakes,
and likely required a slightly different proportion of ingredients.
Once all the ingredients had been prepared and combined as stated, the plaster
was placed onto the silicone pad. This plaster was much grittier than others, and fig seeds,
pinecone pieces, and other material could be seen clearly within the plaster. The inclusion
of pepper, pinecone, and fig also contributed significantly to the color, and a scent of this
plaster smelled more like a fresh pastry than a medical treatment. The plaster did not
retain a homogenous consistency and was breaking apart even as it was placed on the
silicone pad. After 24 hours, it had cooled and dried, but the color, consistency, and
brittleness remained the same. The plaster had cracked entirely in many places and could
not be handled at all without causing further damage. When on section was observed, the
interior surface showed significantly more wax than the exterior surface, as it seems to
have pooled at the base of the plaster over time. After 48 hours, the plaster remained
unchanged from the prior day.
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Figure 5.12. Pain plaster derived from a Cretan inscription at the time of creation.

Figure 5.15. Pain plaster derived from a Cretan inscription after 24 hours.
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5.5. Discussion
5.5.1. General Features of Ancient Medical Plasters
The plasters created during these experiments represent a small cross section of
the applied treatments, and imply that a plaster has no one type of consistency. There are
certain qualities which are considered more appropriate for a plaster versus an ointment:
plasters are generally opaquer and bulky in nature, whereas ointments might be more
translucent and absorb instantly into the skin. Plasters also generally require a binding
substance, most commonly beeswax, pitch, or resin. All the plasters created here produce
products which have a decent mass, and create a separate and distinct layer of product on
the skin. They are also all opaque, obscuring the color below, perhaps a useful value to
block the patient or their loved ones from viewing at the open wound. Outside of these
values, the color, consistency, and other qualities of the plaster could essentially be
anything. Many recipes which were untested are known to have produced reds, green, and
even black coloring, and the scope of potential ingredients indicate a wide variety of
textures (Table 4.1).
Other features such as durability and flexibility were also considered. During Test
#1-3 and Test #1-4 the plaster formed of barley and vinegar was found to be highly flexible
and manipulatable. The implications of this flexibility would allow the plaster to be placed
on various parts of the body which may involve both concave and convex surfaces.
Considering that this recipe is first described in association with head wounds, the ability
for a plaster to accommodate any portion of the head (including the difficult to maneuver
ear area) would be a strong motivator for increasing the ratio of vinegar. Flexibility was
dependent on the proportion of wet ingredients to dry ingredients, and likely responded
to the desired qualities a physician needed to treat different types of wounds.
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The ability of the plaster to create a moisture seal around the wound was also of
interest, as many of these recipes rely on ingredients such as wax which act as a moisture
barrier. This was further shown by the results of Test #1-4, where the interior surface
created what would likely form a physical seal around the wound, especially when
protected and supported further by a linen bandage. The plasters from Test #1-3 and #14 are the only plasters from Test #1 which would have retained their shape and form
throughout a long treatment duration, as the results from Test #1-1 and #1-2 would
crumble quickly after placement. Even with an external bandage, the plaster from Test
#1-1 and #1-2 would likely not retain their form and would have disintegrated when
exposed to significant movement. These ‘cakes’ are also fundamentally different from the
ivory and melilot plasters, which would have adhered to the skin without any extra
material. Any type of plaster which formed a barley cake would have certainly required a
bandage or other adhesive in order to create a fully functional treatment.
The quantity of the product was also considered. Test #2 would certainly be for
more than a single treatment, as the measurements produced by Celsus provided a huge
amount of product. Depending on the amount needed for each application, the product
might be able to treat several dozen patients. Elephantine or ivory plaster as described by
Celsus is a product which could be created during a period of down time away from the
patient, and then stored for use later during emergencies with consistent results. Once
the water had been fully expelled from the oil and wax mixture, the resulting paste had a
relatively homogenous consistency. When the mixture was left unsealed, it began to
harden more as the evaporation process quickened. Thus, this plaster would likely have
required a well-sealed jar, or another type of storage method. Conversely, the barley cakes
and the pain plaster from Crete could likely all have been possible to create on the spot as
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needed, and would not have stored well even in a seal container. The honey-based plaster
may have also been capable of long-term storage, but is a simple enough recipe that it
could be created for a patient as needed. It might also make more sense to store the
ingredients separately, as plain honey and a dried plant. Storage for such materials might
also require experiments geared specifically toward preservation studies, rather than a
qualitative analysis such as this.

5.5.2. Recipes as Instructions
The concept of common sense is still an active part of our medical practice today.
We use many products and treatments today which include specific inscriptions, many
people often don’t read these or know what they actually say in any specific detail. Yet, we
still know what dosage of Advil to take, and where not to place the sticky part of the bandaid. Common-sense rules such as these would have also been a prominent part of life in
any time period, and an aspect of medical treatments which can be easily dismissed. The
Hippocratic authors likely did not need to specify the proportions of plasters, as the
physician would like already know based on the common-sense rule. Curiously, both
recipes from Hippocrates which did not contain measurements were both found to be
most successful at a proportion of 1-part dry ingredients to 3-parts liquid ingredients.
This might echo the rule which has not been preserved in the texts, and further
experimentation with other non-specific recipes would be required to confirm if this 3:1
ratio is the expected measurement.
The results of Test #3 show how the inscription from Crete would not have been a
100% successful dissemination technique, as specific measurements which would
produce a properly balanced plaster was not included. The more complicated a recipe is,
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the more difficult it becomes to explain it easily through text. The result of this experiment
shows how crucial any information about quantity can be, especially once the recipes
become more complicated with a larger number of ingredients. Compared with Celsus, it
makes sense why section 5.19 includes measurements for most recipes. Anyone wishing
to recreate the plaster described by the Cretan inscription would have needed some more
knowledge to supplement what is described by the text.
Nevertheless, despite the fact the Cretan inscription does not provide all the
information required to recreate the plaster simply by reading the text, an ancient
individual might have had some other knowledge to deal with the measurements in order
to complete the recipe. It is possible that a general base level of ‘common sense’ knowledge
was expected by the inscriber, and thus only the most important details were included.
To what extent the average person could have walked past this stone, decided to create
the plaster, and create a useable product is impossible to know. But, it is possible to
determine that the complete and accurate dissemination of information was not the
central purpose of this inscription, but perhaps only a part of its motivation.
In some ways, the Cretan inscription acts as a kind of public ancient prescription,
and the creation of this description points to the usefulness or respect for the specific
plaster mentioned. The dedicatory aspect of this piece must also be considered, as it was
dedicated to the god Asclepius by an individual who is named as Poplius Granius Rufus.
He also dedicated another inscription which includes a similar recipe for chest congestion
(Inscriptiones Creticae, I, xvii, no. 17; Edelstein 1945: 252). Why did this individual
decide to commission such an inscription? The answer might be found in another study
focused on this epigraphic material, but is does show how Rufus perceived medical
knowledge as so important it was worthy of a stone inscription. It is also possible to
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consider this inscription within the same framework of advertisement seen in the earlier
cult worship at Epidaurus. There, the Iamata inscriptions are understood as a way for the
cult to explain to the participants what they might encounter at the temple (Baker 2013;
Lidonnici 1995). These advertisements were incredibly important to the function of the
Asclepia, and such an inscription may have been less focused on potential recreation, as
it was concerned with creating a sense of security and knowledge in the eyes of new and
potential patients.

5.6. Conclusion
The physician would have had many options for wound care, and each recipe
presented by the texts seems to have its own character. The length of the section on
plasters in Celsus is certainly indicative of their multiplicity, and their range. However, to
successfully employ these treatments a physician would need to know the specifics in
preparation and ingredients, as well as the specific usefulness of each plaster and when
to apply it. All these aspects would have constituted essential pieces of information for
any successful application. One would also have to know how time affects a particular
plaster – does it need to be prepared and applied immediately? Or, can be prepared ahead
of time and used as needed? Such knowledge is essential for creating a effective plaster.
These aspects also follow what Totelin describes as the essential pieces of a Hippocratic
recipe (2009: 61). Yet, even detailed instructions only get us so far. The text was indeed
instructional in nature but it also assumed the common-sense knowledge of its reader.
The plasters themselves were easily recreate-able, and the results provided ample
information which corroborated the descriptions available in the text.
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Each text has a different level of instruction, and each author provides a slightly
different variation on the type of information included in an entry. Hippocratic authors
masterfully weave the plasters and their ingredients into the text, and many recipes are
simple mixtures of only a few ingredients which are easy to follow, regardless of the
amount used. Celsus takes a different approach, using the power of collection to his
advantage to create a type of reference resource, clearly usable based on the
measurements. Although Celsus does leave a significant amount of details out, there is a
sense that the absolutely essential information required to produce the product
successfully is provided. The experiments from this chapter have shown how the various
levels of information in each text would have been a potential barrier for a physician
utilizing these texts for practical purpose. Yet, these barriers are not insurmountable, and
the potentially lost information known to ancient individuals through a common-sense
knowledge could have easily confronted this obstacle.
5.6.1. Physician Preference
Conversely, the lack of measurements in some texts might reflect the variety in the
individual approaches to medicine by each physician. Even today, not all doctors agree,
and this disparity can even be used as a marketing tool. Such differences are certainly
natural as all human variation is, yet the recognition of such diversity would be an
interested consideration for the analysis of the Hippocratic corpus for instance. As it is
known that there were several different authors contributing to the corpus, discrepancies
might have arisen between authors. It is certainly a different question to consider, but the
central idea that different practitioners would have different opinions on the best
consistencies, the best colors, and the best ingredients for their treatments. By
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generalizing a recipe and not providing specific measurements, the Hippocratic corpus
may in fact be allowing for a more diverse audience to utilize its content.
5.6.2. A Working Definition of Medical Plasters
To conclude, I argue that the definition of an ancient medical plaster should appear
as follows: Ancient medical plasters are spreadable substances which are created by a
physician or pharmacist in order to treat various medical conditions, with a wide range of
purposes and uses. Plasters had to be thicker than an ointment but also not to be
absorbable by the skin. Plasters might sometimes stick to the skin of their own accord, or
they may have required some additional bandage to adhere to the skin. Somewhere in
consistency between a cream or paste and a poultice, a plaster is often applied directly to
the wound or injury but may also be used in tandem with a bandage or other treatment
for a stronger effect. The plaster might be left on for any amount of time up to several days
but would need to be purposefully removed by the patient or doctor following the
treatment course. The color, consistency, shape, size, and even the duration of the plaster
can vary, but the application and requirement of removal are the key features which
define the ancient medical plaster.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Humans are vulnerable, and we have always required some form of care when we
become injured. In both antiquity and the modern world, physicians have access to many
different types of dressings and can choose the best fit for any specific malady. When
considering wound care, the modern scholar should be conscious that plasters were not
the same as bandages in the ancient world, nor were they similar to the bandages we use
today. A physician might choose a plaster in a wide variety of conditions, and had specific
qualities in mind when choosing such a product. Medical plasters are a distinct category
of treatment which deserve an in-depth study, similar to the major works discussing other
types of precise medical treatments such contraceptives and pessaries (Nelson 2009,
Totelin 2009). The data obtained from recreating this type of medical technology will
allow future medical historians ample information to reference when discussing these
treatments in assorted contexts. Exploring the technology of wound care from varied
perspectives and utilizing this research will also create a more comprehensive
understanding of the function, use, and attitudes concerning medical technology in
Ancient Greece and Rome.
Bandages can be easily taken for granted as a simple and complete category of
medical treatment, yet bandages were varied and nuanced just like any other medical
discipline, and the same is true with every type of wound care treatment, including
plasters. Future scholarship should address this variation, and be willing to engage and
consider the range of treatments which bandages and plasters can be utilized within.
Procedures which included plasters particularly are not well understood by medical
historians, and the physical qualities particularly have been only marginally considered.
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Wound care treatments are only a small part of the work performed by ancient
physicians, yet it also falls under a variety of categories. Wound care treatments might be
needed as an emergency treatment or for long-term care; bandages, plasters, and other
treatments are useful and effective for both acute and long-term injury. Some treatments
focus on encouraging healing, while others focus on different intentions. Pain is often the
primary concern of many modern patients, but in the ancient world the treatment of pain
may not have had a strong association with plaster or bandage type treatments, although
it was certainly an important consideration for a treatment plan as a whole. Pain
treatments were certainly important to the Hippocratic physician, although they seem to
be more commonly associated with drinks or ingested medicates (Totelin 2009: 37). So,
plasters seem to focus on more specifically on promoting and improving wound healing,
although their uses vary widely (as shown by Table 4.1). Plasters thus can be understood
as a unique category of treatment, grouped together more by their physical qualities
rather than the specific function of the substance. The same is true with bandages, which
are assumed to be the same physical product, utilized in different variations and wraps.
Beyond its qualities, whenever a bandage is used – there is at least some hope that
a patient will survive and will benefit from the treatment. In these cases, the physician is
focused on healing rather than preparing for death. To further exemplify this general
perspective of wound treatment, Chapter 2 discussed how bandages and wounds which
appear within the context of Greco-Roman art reflect this belief of survival. By adopting
the stylistic convention where bandages represent a figures survival, artisans further
idealized the public perspective of wound treatment as a positive category of object which
indicated healing and hopefully an optimistic outcome. Through this idealization, any
figure in Greek art who receives a bandage is suddenly free and clear, and those who are
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left to eternally bleed on the side of a vase, were almost certainly heading to the
underworld. Currently the only detailed study of injury and wound in ancient art focuses
on war wounds (Salazar 2000), and is focused more on the wounds narrative impact on
perspectives of heroism (most commonly for mythological figures). Yet, bandages also
played a specific and important role in the interpretation of ancient art, and could be of
considerable consequence to the reading of Greek vases for example. From this study, it
is clear that most depictions of open wounds are meant to be read as fatal, and any
instance of bandages or active care should be seen as a sign of survival. Although these
depictions were largely mythological in nature, as many pieces of ancient art are, in reality
the artistic idealization of bandages might have encouraged the development of wound
care in the medical sphere, and might explain the wide variety of treatments and the
detailed language which developed within the texts.
Wound care is a near universal topic for the medical authors of antiquity, and
bandages, plasters, and other treatment types appear as consistent features of dozens of
medical treatises. Among these works, the use of recipes is a common way to disseminate
detailed information when discussing wound care. Looking at these recipes as a collection
provides a chance to compare the approaches of different authors within the same genre
of care. Treatment recipes can thus be understood as a standard approach of the written
medical genre, and the precise instructional approach to these treatments works in
tandem with this standard. The formulaic composition of text is a well-known feature of
ancient literature, and is no different in the world of medical prose.
6.1. The Instructional Perspective
Treatment recipes will frequently incorporate an introductory phrase, a list of
required ingredients, and vivid descriptions of process and use, as described by Chapter
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3. By approaching these passages from the perspective of instruction, the goal of the
author to promote the ability of the reader to produce functional treatments becomes
clear. Medical authors discussing wound care are then driven to provide at least the most
basic instructions required for the reader to successfully produce any required treatment.
Listing different types of recipes in quick succession is not an action often taken
Hippocratic corpus, yet an encyclopedic style of recipe description is fervently adopted by
later medical writers, mostly notably in the Roman period by Celsus and Dioscorides.
Generally, the Hippocratic corpus and older writings such as the Ebers papyrus
established a literary precedent for instructionally minded writing and categorized care
treatments. Instructional language is essential in these contexts; bandages require
specific instructions on their particular direction, pressure, and other aspects of the linen,
while plasters require similarly specific instructions on ingredients and preparation
methods. Considerer together, the specificity seen in these writings expresses how the
ancient medical authors approached their discussions of wound care as largely
instructional in nature, and meant for their writings to teach the reader about how to
create a certain product. The incredible duration of this style of writing, essentially
spanning from the 8th Century BCE to the 3rd century CE and even beyond, points to the
successful use of instruction as a writing paradigm within the medical texts.
The medical treatises of antiquity often toe a thinly veiled line between theoretical
and instructional. Medical recipes within a treatise can then be used as an indicator that
a given passage has leaned into an instructionally minded approach rather than a
theoretical one. Yet, it cannot be argued that these recipes are in any way exhaustive and
excessively complete. Omissions might be interpreted as reflecting the common-sense
knowledge of the day, and it must be considered that some basic knowledge was assumed
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to be held by a physician reading the treatises. By acknowledging the intention behind
these works as creating instructions, we can gain a further understanding of why certain
information was included and begin to explore why other information was not. Commonsense rules are an important part of daily life in any time period, and an aspect of medicine
which has been largely ignored. While specific rules such as the 3:1 ratio of wet to dry
ingredients determined for the plaster would require more experimentation to confirm
with certainty, it does provide an interesting possibility for recreating information which
was available culturally, but not preserved within the literature.
6.2. Limitations and Future Implications
The goal of this thesis, and particularly the experiments, was not to prove the
efficacy of any particular medical treatments in antiquity, nor even to prove their
functionality as wound care. The work presented here cannot speak to the ability of plaster
to promote or effect wound healing either positive or negatively. The plasters created by
the experiments were likely close to the creations an ancient physician could produce, but
cannot reflect the individual preferences of each physician which might affect the
consistency, color, or other features of the material. Looking at the plasters as a group has
provided useful information regarding the physical qualities of the treatment type, and
helps to differentiate it as a distinct form of treatment from bandages. Plaster treatments
should be considered within the umbrella of wound care, but still granted a distinct
categorization from other wound treatments due to their specific qualities. The literature
and artistic references also express how there was a public preference for the aesthetics
of linen bandages over other wound treatments. Plasters do not appear in the artistic
canon, and likely did not fit the requirements for the stylistic narrative convention of
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wound care. Thus, Bandages in art reflect a public perspective of wound care, not the
reality of treatment.
Further studies might have the option to consider efficacy, following the
procedures set out by these experiments and other studies such as Harrison et al. (2012).
Small mammal trials are typically used in modern drug formulation, and many labs exist
which have the facilities to test drug / medical treatments on non-human subjects, and if
it is found to fill a need the potential for reintroducing some of these ancient treatments
back into the modern repertoire is possible.
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